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Governor William J. Mills has appointed Cleora B. Holmes of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, a notary public.

.

Goes to Albuquerque.
Governor Mills will leave tomorrow
for Albuquerque to attend the state
fair which opens there Monday.
Arrested in Union County.
Sheriff Silviano Roibal, who now
Is in the city, arrested Nabor Lopez
in Union county on the charge of obtaining money under false pretenses.
Lopez was put under bond.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: Cleofes Romero, conAlejandro
victs' earnings, $698,22;
Sandoval county, $5.68; C. Sanchez, of
.Guadalupe county, $224; . Game and
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, $60.75.
New Company Incorporates.
:'
Articles of incorporation were filed
today in the territorial secretary's ofWhiteman and
fice by Rogers
Company, to do a general Teal estate
business with office at Cimarron, Colfax county, and James O. Rogers as
the statutory agent. The company is
Incorporated at $12,000 consisting of
The incor120 shares at $100 each.
porators are James O. Rogers, seven
shares; WiUiam E. Whiteman, seven
shares: and George Crocker, six

(By Special Leased Wire to.New Mexican)
Walla Walla, Wash., Oct. 7. Coming into Washington today, President
Taft finished the first half of his cycle
and touched the first state bordering
cn the Pacific coast. Since he left
Beverly, September 15, the President
has traveled 6,456 miles and has traversed fifteen states. He has made
more than a hundred speeches and
more than 2,000 railroad men, according to officials, have been concerned in
hauling his train.
So far, the President has stood the
trip remarkably well. Even the altitude of Colorado, Wyoming,, and Utah
has failed to dampen his ardor and,
la fact, he seems to have withstood
the rigor of three weeks in sleeping
cars better than younger men in his

party.
Prom Walla Walla, Mr. Taft will go

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Black River Falls, Wis., Oct. 7.
Early today was a place of misery. It
is here that the vast majority of residents live, and, following a night ot
anxiety and suffering, they face the
realization that no food is available
except what was In their homes.
Every grocery establishment and
meat market in the city has been
washed away. Several buildings were
swept away and unless there is a sud
den change Jn the current, many more
will disappear into the torrent which
still roars in what once was the heart
of the city.
So far as can be ascertained there
has been no loss of life. Communica
tion with towns down the Black River
is impossible, but it is believed, that
they have been carried away by the
flood, possibly entailing a heavy loss
of i'le.
Waters Are Receding.
La Cro'sse, Wis., Oct. 7. The waters
at Black River falls began receding
this afternoon and the worst is pronounced over.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Oyster Bay, X. Y., Oct. 7. Theodore
Roosevelt gave his fellow townsmen
some advice about their civic duties
last night when he addressed a pub
lic meeting of the village improve
ment association, within a few
months Oyster Bay has had three mur
ders and none of the culprits has been

arrested.

'

Colonel Roosevelt made this his
theme and declared that in such cases
iaewas the duty of every man in town
to get out and help run down the
murderers. As the result, the town
is considering the appointment of a
regular police force in place of the
two constables who now do duty only
cn special occasions.
'

ITALIANS PEEVISH AND
BOMBARD TURKISH SEAPORT.

i

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Havana, Oct. 7. El Mundo today
Chicago, Oct. 7. Edward Bloom. 40
machinist em- publishes a sensational statement reyears old, a
ployed in the Illinois Central railroad garding the dynamiting of the Los
shops at Burnside, was beaten into in- Angeles Times building,
and which
sensibility by two unidentified assail- was made, the paper says, by one Anants today. The police believe that gel Carballo, who is described as a
the assault is a result of the strike, Cuban cigar maker, who formerly
as Bloom's assailants made no attempt worked at Tampa, Florida.
to rob him.
According to Carballo, the bomb
Fifty boilermakers and their help- used in Los Angeles was made by an
ers who struck a week ago returned anarchist for the purpose of blowing
to work at the Burnside shops today. up the Citjaensf Committee during
The railroad officials declare that more the last cigarmakers' strike at Tamthan 300 strikers have returned to pa. This plan was abandoned and the
work. This, the strike leaders deny. anarchist disappeared only to return
No Riots Reported.
later to Tampa and inform Carballo
to
Chicago, Oct. 7. Reports from that the bomb had been utilized
Houston, Memphis, McComb City, and destroy the Times building.
The bomb maker left town later,
New Orleans, indicate an absence of
rioting following the recent disturb- saying he was going to Peru. He is
ances in cennection with the strike. now, Carballo says, employed on the
Panama canal.
Carballo sets forth that his object in
INTERNATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S
ASSOCIATION CALLS MEETING. making the statement is to free inno
cent men from suspicion.
Measures to Be Inaugurated to BeneBEARS HAD BEST OF
fit Both Beef Producers and
IT ON GRAIN MARKET.
Meat Consumers.
non-unio- n

(By Special

ta-.-

Wire to New Mexican)

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 7 With but
one balloon, the Berlin II., still In uie
air, the race for the James Gordon
Iiennett trophy, which started from
here Thursday, is now between the
United States and Germany.
Of the
five balloons in the .nternational race,
that have landed, the Buckeye, Ameri
can, has made the greatest distance,
3a miles. The Berlin li. must beat
this mark to lift the cup.
Caught in Storm?
Where the Berlin II. has drifted is
No word has been reproblematical.
ceived from it since the race started,
inasmuch as all the balloons that have
come to earth were caught in a storm
in the Minnesota, region, and the German balloon started in the same direction as the others, it Is thought prob-abl- e
that the Berlin II. has encountered the same disturbance.
France Not In It.
The last balloon reported down was
the Condor, representing France,
which fell last night near Mingo, Iowa.
Buckeye Leads.
The bags in the international race
have landed as follows:
Condor Mingo, Iowa, 240 miles.
II. Emmettsburg, Iowa,
America
290 miles.
Million Population Club, Mason City,
Iowa, 300 miles.
Berlin I Austin, Minn., 343 miles.
Buckeye Sparta, Wis., 3G5 miles.
Lahm Record Not Approached.
The Lahm cup record was not approached. The distances traveled by
the two balloons which entered solely
In an effort to lift the Lahm cup, follow:
Topeka Dunnell, Minn., 325 miles.
Kansas City II., Kennan, Wis., 460
miles.
No Altitude Record.
The little pilot balloon
Pennsyl,
vania, failed to establish an altitude
record, as it attempted to do.
It
landed near Buffalo Center, .Iowa,' a
distance of 300 miles.
I

to Lewiston and Moscow, Idaho, and
Spokane, Wash. He will leave SpoGuns at Saint Jean de Medina Are
kane tonight for Tacoma and Seattle.
Trained on Passing Fishing
reached
When the President's train
Vessel Without Result.
WashWalla Walla, Governor Hay of
ington and former U. S- - Senator
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
were waiting to . welcome Mr.
Fiume, Hungary Oct. 7 An Italian
Taft to the state. Immediately after
sail vessel having been sunk by the
breakfast, the President was taken DR. VASQUEZ GOMEZ
Turkish guns at Saint Jean de MedSan Antonio, Texas, Oct. 7. Secre- Wheat Firm at the Outset Was In.
for an automobile ride. He spoke
SEEMS TO BE ELECTED. usa, two Italian cruisers shelled the
dined Later to Slide DownHenry M. Taylor of the Interna-tionatary
to several thousand persons in the
ward With Corn.
town and then proceeded to sea.
has
Association',
Cattjaman's
Pino de Suarez Declares He Will Not
park.
Italians Occupy Towns.
called a meeting to be held Nov. 10,
Cause Any Disturbances But
Rome, via Frontier, Oct. 7. Official at the Chamber of Commerce of this (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
DEATH CALLS JUDGF
the
Will Abide By Result
Chicago, 111., Oct. 7. With
circles state that the Italian fleet has city "To inaugurate measures for the
more favorable in the north
JOSEPH VERY QUARLES.
weather
a
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of
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of
taken
of beef producers and consumpossession
benefit
snares.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
although the occupation cannot ers." Secretary Taylor says it is the west, wheat today, although firm at
Tax Rolls for 1911.
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ELKS DIVIDE TEXAS
to take practical
material;
tic and active members of the Retail (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
not more than an inch and a half in
ore agricultural
A .decrease column
INTO
SIX
the
in
to
DISTRICTS.
aid
and this year it is $1,426,174.75. In
prevention
steps
Merchants' Association, but has for
was driven
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct 7. (National)
by a glance blow
of fires end the reduction of
lands,' $57,168; city or town lots
the increase column are agricultural size,
been interested In evCincinnatl-St- .
several
years
Louis, wet ground.
$6,510;
mines, surface lands, $4,683.62; improvements on city from the sledge at one of the anvils
Austin, Texas, Oct 7. Grand Exfire losses.; The public schools
movement for the advancement of
Philadelphia-Bor
fifteen
feet
ery
twenty
Brooklyn
away,
striking
(National)
$2,100; ''cattle, $2,046; lots, $3,702.50; telegraph and tele
Ruler John P. Sullivan, of New
improvement,
drills and the
alted
should
fire
have
rooklyn,
district.
the
in the left shoulder1:
wet ground.
$14,192; phone lines, $1,834.12; railroads, $29,r Mr. Henning
as
W.
sheep, $20,399;
has
named
instructed
be
H.
should
Orleans,
Richardson,
pupils
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct 7. (Amerihousehold goods, $2,148; shares of ?$l..li5. In the decrease column grazto the most practical means of
Jr., of Austin to be District Deputy B. CHIEF GEOLOGIST RESIGNS
WOLGAST AND WELLS TO
New
rain.
can)
stocks in banks, $4,000.
P. O. Elks for the Southwest Texas
tlmberlands,
ing lands, $23,627.61;
preventing ures.
TO GO TO MEXICO.
FIGHT TEN ROUNDS.
Union.
ril'. $10, 939.57; horses, $1,549.50; sheep,
Given this day, October 7,
division, which includes San Antonio,
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Union county shows' net gain ol $25,541.25;
Austin, San Marcos, Victoria, Corpus (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X
1911, under my hand and seal.
$18,715;
merchandise,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
FOOTBALL.
X
In 1910 It was $2,355,71,0, hares of stocks in
$212,807.
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Christ!, Brownsville, Laredo, Seguin,
New York, Oct. 7. Ad Wolgast,
banks, $6,085.60.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 7. Dr. C. X
Oct 7. Princeton X
Princeton,
' and in 1911 It was $2,568,517. In the
and Yoakum. Heretofore, Texas has Willard Hays, chief geologist of the X 3; Vlllanova 0.
Pos.fcl Matters.
of the world
Mayor of the City of Santa Fe.
lightweight champion
X
, Increase column are agricultural. lands
been divided into four districts, but Geological Survey and for 24 years X
A postofflce has been established at and Matt Wells, English holder of
Attest
Annapolis, Oct. 17.
Navy X
graz- Selden, Dona Ana county, with Kath- light welghl tibhdrs, will meet here
119,733; improvements, $6,080;
Mr. Sullivan has Issued an order div- identified with that service, has re- X 17, Johns
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.
X
Hopkins 5.
in a ten round bout on October 28.
ing lands, $101,221 f improvements on leen Patterson as postmistress.
iding the state into six districts.
signed to enter mining in mexlco.
"
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deal was made through the American
VANISH. National Bank of El Paso, and John
M. Hawkins of Alamogordo, who repPiapepsin Settles Your Upset Stom- resents P. B. Coffin of Chicago. Two
hundred and ninety four thousand dolach and Ends AH Indigestion
lars worth of the bonds are refunding
in Five Minutes.
bonds and $50,000 are school bonds.
You can eat anything your stomach
We Guarantee
craves without fear of Indigestion or SUDDEN SCARCITY OF
Everything
GOLD IN PARIS,
Dyspepsia, or that your food will fer
ment or sour on your stomach, if you
Good to Eat and
Everything
will take a little Diapepsin occasion-ally- People of France Hoarded Food in!
Anticipation of War Aeroplane
anyScouting Proves a Success.
Brand Your meals will taste good and noth
Under
Drink
thing you eat will be digested;
I
to New Mexican)
ing can ferment or turn into acid or ! (By Special Leased Wire
Paris, October 7 Persons having
raunn r .Mmh
whinh raiises
to be
Under
occasion to cash checks in the middle
Belching, Dizziness, a feeling of fullness after eating, Nausea, Indigestion of September learned to their surprise
that none of the Paris banks were preSolitaire Brand
Represented
(like a lump of lead in stomach), BilAn American
in gold.
iousness,
Heartburn, Water brash, pared to pay
Pain in stomach and intestines or oth- gentleman who presented a check for
3,000 francs at the Bank of France
er symptoms. '
was
given only 500 in gold and his
abare
stomach
from
the
Headaches
this effwtivfi request for more, refused,
ninu. nbnn-- wt
The Boulevard branch of one of the
remedy is used. Diapepsin really does
all the work of a healthy stomach. It largest French banks which usually
with from 25,000 to
starts the
digests your meals when your stom- - 000 francs day
in gold, recently had 1,000
can't. A single dose will digest
all the food you eat and leave nothing and was unable to obtain more. Pay-tSouthern Corner Plaza,
Santa Fe,
Telephone No. 40.
pieces,
ferment or sour and upset the nient was made in five franc to
ALL CASH PURCHA8ES.
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH
which are legal tender up
any
stomach
case of Pane's amount; Indeed, the dividends of
Get a' large
frmr, vm,r rtn.eiHst Bnd ernment stock are always paid In
start taking now, and in a little while tnese bulky coins.of
the gold issue Is
This stoppage
!you will actually brag about your
due to the fact that the agents
healthy, strong Stomach, for you then mainly
can eat anything and everything you of a number of German banks were
ins eoU as fast as they could
want without the slightest discom- of Paying 5 francs per 1,000 premium.
or
and
fort
every
particle
misery,
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
I" addition to sending messengers to
impurity and Gas that is in your stom- Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
h nrt tntostino i pninp to he car. ash checks and notes at every bank
ried away without the use of laxa- in the city, these agents took all the
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
gold from the big department stores
tiveB or any other assistance.
Should you at this moment be suf-- until the attention of the directors of
and
on
Delicious Cream
the Bank of France was attracted to
fering from Indigestion or any stomiach disorder, you can surely get re- i lie aununiiai umiiauu tur gum nuiu
these establishments and immediately
lief within five minutes,
sent
to
banks
orders were
Phone, I9I Black.
and large commercial houses likely to
pay it out of the country. One conse- was that the public, hearing
AROUND THE STATE
Jquence banks were doing, were dis- posed to hoard gold too and not to pay
it into the banks,
considerable gold
Charged With Assault.
Charged with aggravated asault, was therefore temporarily out of clrUrsulo Soto, was arrested at El Paso culation,
The com .1
Hoarding Food for War.
by Patrolman Gonzales.
Bena-- ,
made
was
Everyday people in France certainly
Alejandro
by
plaint
,,ave Deen afraid tnat war was com- videz.
The common people of Paris
ing.
having in mind the hardships that
Sues Lodge for $25,000.
Sarah N. Hodges has sued the they have heard were undergone in
1870-71- ,
have been hoard-DenvKnights and Ladies of Security at- the siege of
for $25,000 damages and rein- ing food, dried beans, dried fruit,
She averts served meats, and other articles of
in the lodge.
that she had been wrongfully expelled food that a few monthB' storage will
The great provision
jnot damage.
by the lodge.
,
houses are entirely bought out of
some lines of these goods. Another
Phone Black
Phone Black
Two Land Deals.
apprehension
F.'M Sexton, two miles north of reasen! beeides
Artesia. sold his place of 160 acres of a siege, has been the knowledge
for $14,000.
He had bought it a year that, should war begin, prices of food
ago for $10,000 and cut four crops of would rise and the thrifty French
alfalfa from it. Another tract of land housewife has taken the precaution
Just south of Hagerman, was sold for to buy some sorts of food in ad
It was bought last year for vance when prices are normal.
$S,500.
Sailed for Africa.
$2,000.
.
Alfred M. Collins and E. Marshall
have sailed
Scull, of Philadelphia,
Court at Clovls.
court at from Marseilles on their way to Cen-Chief Justice Pope
CIovls Monday when some fifteen in- - tral African hunting fields to collect
surance cases involving about $25,000 specimens of large and small animals
and growing out of the burning of for the Philadelphia Academy of Na
They go by way of
the Clovis Supply Company's store a tural Sciences.
year ago, are to come up for jury Alexandria, Port Said, Suez and Monv
was basa, British East Africa.
trial
Part of this litigation
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes,
tried before Judge Pope last spring. Their expedition will organize at
det your order in. The price is right.
and his personal presence was for Nairobi, from where they design to
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
that reason necessary to its complete penetrate to parts of equatorial At
determination before his retirement rlca little known to the outside world.
PHONE, RED 100.
They take with them fifty cases of
from the district bench.
.
equipment bought in London for their
Party, which will number 100 native
Judse Roberts Goes to Carlsbad.
Chief Justice William H. Pope has soldiers, porters and servants under
arranged for Associate Jutlce Clar - 'the command of a professional white
ence J. Roberts of Raton, his asso - hunter, George H. Outram.
ciate on the Supreme Bench, to pre- - Collins and Scull expect to be in the
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
side at the Lynch murder trial at 'interior about three months, and to
This action bring back for the Museum specimens
Carlsbad next Monday.
Garwas taken by Judge Pope on his own to be mounted entire of lions, rhinoczebra,
initiative. In order to make the ar- eros, giraffe, hippopotamus
rangement technically regular, how- eland, hartebeest, smaller animals
After they have
ever, a formal motion for the substi- and butterflies.
tution was filed by the defendant and, finished the African raid they will
tbe territory consenting, an order of return home by way of India, China
San Francisco Street.
court was obtained granting defen- end Japan in the spring of 1912.
dant's motion.
Aeroplane Scouting.
Lynch is accused of
To select your stones for mounting
killing City Marshal Roy Woofter of Results of the aeroplane scouting at
for Holiday Presents. They are
the French manoeuvres are agreed by
Roswell.
always acceptable.
the military critics to have been admirable.
The aviators showed audacMarked Money Causes Arrest.
Marked money caused the arrest of ity, energy and accuracy of observation, and yet tbe limitation of air
Juan Curtney, a bell hop at the
hoted at El Paso, who is held scouting was never seen more clearly.
The aeroplane is a bird of the day.
on the charge of theft.
He was ara m.
mm
.T
w
wv
v
r
rested by Chief of Detectives J. C. It rises with the dawn and ceases t6
Stansel. Various sums of money hal fly with the twilight.
During the
been missed from time to time from night troops are free to move without
Successor to B. P. Williams
rooms of the hotel.
A couple of eyes peering at them from above. The
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and
equipment formerly
small bills and some silver were mar- aeroplane Is also a
bird,
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIR8T
ked and left In one of the rooms. A very useful during clear, fine days,
CLA88 LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or
night
few hours later part of it was miss- but obliged to seek shelter from high
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
Curtney was arrested, and it is winds, and whose eyes are dulled by
ing.
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
said, the marked money found on his rain fog and cloud.
The most effective
of Turennes'
person.
.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,
campaigns, that in Alsace, took place
Mother Cannot Recover for Child's In winter, Austerliz was fought oft
Phone
Red
Santa Fe, N. M
December 2 and the battle of Eylau
Death.
Judge T. S. Maxey at El Paso, held, was contested in a snow storm. The
In the case of Mrs. Victoria L. Whit-me- r budget for military aeronautics next
France will have
against the El Paso & Southwes-te- r year is $2,028,000.
Railroad company, that she can- about 200 army aeroplanes next sumN not, under the statutes, recover dama- mer.
ges on account of the death of her
13 year old son, Samuel Wood Whit-mer- ,
allowance
100
Baggage
Iba.
te
D.
mall
8.
the
and
pasCarrying
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
killed by a fall from the bridge
each
regular ticket, excess baggagi at Cloudcroft,
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Otero county,
last
at tne rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
year. Mrs. Whltmer sued for $12,000
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
We are equipped to carry any kind The suit of Alfred Wbitmer, the 12
Cathedral.
1 Paso &
Southwestern and Rock IsFirst mass at 6:30 a. m. Second
land Railroads and the Atchison, To- of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs year old surviving brother of the demass at 9:3. Sermon In English.
ceased, Is now being beard.
pes A Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given for excur
3peclal
Third
mass nt 11.30. Sermon in SpanLeaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m.,
alona, for eight or store passengers. El Paso Sells Bonds to Kansas City ish. Resary and Benediction at 6:30
In Roswell at 2:00 p. u.
p. m. Devotions.
Concern.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m, ar- for further information, write the
Bonds of the City of El Paso to the
Lady of Guadalupe,
In
Auto
m.
5:JC
at
Co..
aoswell
rive
Vaughn
p.
Soswell, N. M.
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass
amount of $314,000 were sold at private sale to the Commercial Bank (high) 9:3 a. m.
and Trust' Company of Kansas City,
Church of the Holy Faith.
No services except Sunday school
at better than 101 per share.
The
GAS, DYSPEPSIA AND
INDIGESTION

The Little Store
this

as

the

IN

ER

GROCERY

o

50-ce-

'

The Delicatessen Store

i

Puffs

Saturday

Thursday

-

i

LOUIS NAPOLEON
&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

SEPTEMBER

i

Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!
Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass

LEO HERSCH

45

vue

45

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Building Materials

I
!

Dawson Coal.

FRUIT BOXES

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

NOW IS THE TIME

An-gel-

XVlUKUAiN

t

LI VERY CO.

19

ROSWELL AUTO CO. .ROSWELL

1PL

S 0

AC E

CAUSED GREAT

DISF1EI'NT
ForThree Long Years. Suffered Great
Deal. Cuticura Soap and Ointment
Brought Marvelous Results. In
Few Weeks Cured Completely.

'I was troubled with acne for three long
yean. My face was the only part affected,
but it caused great disfigurement, also

suffering and loss of sleep.
At firat there appeared red,
hard pimples which later
contained white matter. I
suffered a great deal caused
by the itching. I was in a
state of perplexity when
walking the streets or anywhere before the public
"I used pills and other
remedies but they failed completely. I thought of giving
up when nothing would help, but something
told me to try the Cuticura Soap and Oint
ment. I sent lor a Cuticura Booklet which I
read carefully. Then I bought some Cuticura
Soap and Ointment and by following the
directions I was relieved in a few days. I
used Cuticura Soap for washing my face,
and applied the Cuticura Ointment morning
and evening. This treatment brought marvelous results so I continued with it for a
few weeks and was cured completely. I can
truthfully say that the Cuticura Remedies
are not only all, but more than they claim
to be." (Signed) G. Baumel, 1015 W. 20th
Place, Chicago, 111., May 28, 1911.
For more than a generation Cuticura Remedies have afforded the most economical
treatment for affections of the skin and scalp.
A cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and a box of
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) artf often sufficient.
Although sold throughout the world, a libercl
sample of each, with 32-- p. book on the skin,
will be sent free, on application to Potter
Drug & Cliem. Corp.. Dept. 28A, Biston.

at 9:45 a. m.
Presbyterian.
Presbyterian church, B. Z. MeCol- School.
Sunday
lough, minister.
9:45, Allen McCord, superintendent.
Morning worship, 11 o'clock. Subject,
"The Greatest Need of the Church."
Christian Endeavor, 6:45. Leader,
Owen L. Wood. Subject, "New Work
Our Society Might Do."
Evening
worship, 7:45. Theme, "No Comprok
mise With the Devil."
prayers, 7:45; Wednesday evening.
Everyone cordially invited to attend.
St. John's M. E. Church.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m. Rev. A.

MANAGEP

WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL PEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME. ASK YOUR WIFE IF
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?

Fates, general missionary for the
American Sunday School Union, will
occupy the pulpit at 11 o'clock a. m.
and 7:45 p. m. Epworth league, 6:30
p. m. All friends and strangers are
cordially invited to attend the various
L.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If Its Hardware We Have

It

Phone

14

Phone,

GORMLEY

BI'k,66l9

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

Mid-wee-

NTS

NEW MEXICOSTAR
in State
Appropriate Novelties

Colors for 65c.

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable

at short notice.

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

services.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will tay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribes
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
ber. A. D., tHS.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)

Why Import Mineral Water?

F. J. CHENEY e CO., TOLEDO, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
pation.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

WHEN

:

YOU CAN CiET

THE :

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hifch Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home Industry. Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

eal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

WATER CO.

Weed
Lump

Anthracite Coal all SizeB, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T.4 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

BASKET LEAYES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Agency

Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 2)

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call far
yeur laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
,
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons aewed en

CAD CAI E

Improved and nninpro.ed City Property, Orchards
aad tucles; Also a number of the finest Fruit aad
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesoque at a Bargain.

lUA

JiLL

.

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

yeur shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RES 122
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

LIVERY STABLE
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c a dish,
New York Chop Suey 50c.
,

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Notary Public.
Halls Catarrh Cure Is taken intern'
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.

M,

ar-ri-

J W. STOCKARD,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1911.

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Slngio
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

c&L'Phone9

Whet in Need of Anything
in toe UVERY LINE.
Drivers Famished.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don Caspar Ave.
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IT

MUST BELIEVE

SAID

When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It so P'ainly.

When public endorsement is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Fe the proof is positive. You must
believe it. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer, every man,
woman or child with any kidney trouble will find profit in the reading.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "1
hold Just as high an opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills today as when I public
them in January,
ly recommended
1907.. For about a year I was bothered by a dull ache and weakness across
my loins and kidneys. I tired easily,
and any exertion brought on severe
pains In my back. Hearing Doan's
Kidney Fills highly spoken of, I was
induced to try them. The results
proved beyond a doubt that this remedy lives up to representations. The
cure it has brought has led me to
praise it on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

MINES

SHE

Profit in Mines.
In considering the anything-but-- !
in-- ;
Mrs. Delia Long Unable to Stand satisfactory condition of American
dust rial affairs, the returns by 13S
On Her Feet More Than a Few
American
mines and metallurgical
works during the first 9 months of
Minutes at a Time.
1911 in reports made to Mining and
Engineering World, would indicate
Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long, that mining is an industry of great
of this place, in a recent letter, says:
"For five or six years, I suffered agon- stability.
As compared with the same period
ies with womanly troubles.
Often. I couldn't Bit un more than a of 1910 the returns for the first 9
few minutes at a time, and if I stood months of the iiresent vear show an
on my feet long. I would faint.
i increase in dividend
payments to the
I took Cardul, and it helped me Im-- ,
1
$.,,000,000,
I
"Proximately
mediately. Now, can do rnv work all exlt,f
the time, and don't suffer like I did." while the numbr of companies
Cardul when you feel ill in any tUpating was increased from 123 to
way weak, tired, miserable, or under; 138. Adding the $60,879,427 paid dur- the weather. Cardul Is a strength- ing 1911 by these 138 companies to
building tonic medicine for women.
their previous payments gives them
It has been found to relieve pain and
distress caus3d by womanly troubles, a total dividend disbursement since
and is an excellent medicine to have on incorporation of $731,6S8,S38, a 105
return on the outstanding capital of
hand at all times.
Cardul acts ou the womanly consti- $695,486,973.
This amount does not
tution, building up womanly strength, include the disbursements made by
and
the
nerves,
toning up
regulating the eight security-holdincorporations
the womanly organs.
Its half century of success is due to which so far this year have paid shareholders
$11,649,921, and since incormerit. It has done good to thousands.
Will you try it? It may be just what poration, $129,403,555.
While it is
you need. Ask your druggist about true that the revenues of these latter
Cardul. He will recommend it.
companies are largely derived from
stock held in operating companies,
N. B. Write tn : Ladle' Advisory Drpt.. Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Term. .for Special a considerable portion
comes from
"Home
Treataaat
book,
Instructions, and
the operation of properties owned
lor Women," sent in plain wrapper, on request.

ors of the territory who are now alive,
except Mr. Fergusson, the Democrat,
as were all the former delegates
except M. Fergusson, the Democrat.
AH supreme justices of the territory
were there except Judge Pope, who
sent a telegram of regret. Delegate
Andrews received the heartiest applause of anyone and it took seven
minutes to restore order after his appearance. Mr. Bursum was a popular
man with the convention, also. It is
Rethe strongest ticket that the
publicans have ever put out and is
made up of the best vote getters in

They Are Not All Disgruntled.
Looks like a third ticket would be
put in the field, made up of those who
failed to have their names placed on
either of the old party tickets. Raton Range.

.,..!',,

Ticket Yet.
The Democratic judicial convention
of the first district was called to meet
in Santa Fe but it was stated at Dem- New Mexico.
ocratic headquarters this morning "Eeverything was peace and harthat no ticket has yet been put in mony from start to finish. The Pecos
and they
the field but will likely be named valley had 31 delegates
were given every consideration and
Monday.
courtesy and were consulted on evNathan Jaffa
ery move.
Progressive Democrats Endorse Re- that his name be not allowed requested
to come
publican Nominations.
before the convention. M. S. Groves,
Oscar Askern, of Roswell, has been of
Carlsbad, was the only man the
nominated by the Progresisves as a Pecos
valley asked to have on the
candidate for judge in this district,
and the request was granted."
and Q. A. Kaune as their candidate ticket
Roswell Daily Record (Democratic).
attorney. Artesia
for prosecuting
No
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The Winning Ticket
The
state convention,
wholly by them.
Republican
Socialists of Lincoln County.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
held at Las Vegas last week, nomi DYNAMITE CASES SET
held
their
Lincoln
Comparable with the same period
Socialists
on
county
Oct
N.
of
who,
M.,
Golden,
Cano,
FOR TRIAL NEXT WEEK. in 1910 the copper properties during
,nt
,,vmHnn at rarrizozn and Bate1 a winning ticket as given
22, 1906, made homestead No. 10146,
the present year have shown con
Section 13, Township 13 N. nominated the following ticket: Sher- - abve.
for SW
puucan county convention, Chronology of Events Since Blowing siderable improvement in point of di
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed iff, Rufus Choate, Ancho; treasurer,' to lu
& in this
be
city tomorrow, will
vidends paid, for 23 of these (the
Up of Los Angeles Times on
probate nane
notice of intention to make final five Eugene F. Jones. Oscuro;
another.
October 1, Last Year.
same number contributing in 1910)
assessor,
B.
C.
the
claim
Lane.
Alto;
to
to
establish
clerk,
year proof,
Register-Tribun- e
The
show a gain In dividend disburse
Is
well
land above described, before Register Walter Keller, Nogal; superintendent
Wire to New Mexican) ments $24,047,413 in the 9 months
or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa of schools, Florence M. Goddard, - pleased with the result of the state (ByLosSpecial Leased Calif.,
Oct. 7. The nf 10.11
Angeles,
nooincf na inc in ioir
To be sure we believed
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October, Carrizozo; probate judge, M. B. Fore- convention.
of the Los Angeles dyna - rn total dividend disbursements these
1911.
man, Carrizozo; commissioners, J. E. and still believe, that Nathan Jaffa chronology
case which is set for trial next 2: eonner nrnnprti.s
hv vlelrforl nrn.
West, Capltan; J. M. Markley, Carri- would have polled a larger vote for miting
Claimant names as witnesses:
October 11, is as follows: fits in the form of dividends to the
Wednesday,
tnan
man
governor
in
uorona.
other
any
New
Bernardo
Cano,
and
James
Ambrosio
zozo;
Beaver,
Cano,
1910.
extent of $387,457,913, a 179 return
Mexico, but that was our judgment
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armljo,
October 1. Times newspaper plant on a $215,481,145 issued share capital.
alone, and the convention
was, of
Democrats are Political Jugglers.
all of Golden, N. M.
The properties classed as
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The handling of the judicial cam- - course, better able to judge on that was blown up by dynamite. Twen
men killed. Bombs found at
producers, 107 in
Register. paign in this district was a series of point than an isolated Republican
'
of General Harrison Gray Otis, ber, contributed to the present year's
Mr. Bursum will be especially
from start to finish. The tor.
of the Rio proprietor of the Times, and Felix, total to the extent of $27,013,979, as
rush call for the primaries by self-ap- - ' strong in the valley
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
pointed committee; the interference Grande, where the Republican party Zeehandelaar, Secretary Merchants compared with the disbursements of
Department of the Interior,
$23,139,865 by 91 companies
during
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. of this clique of political tricksters must expect to cast its greatest vote. and Manufacturers Association.
October 9 Experts appointed
To date
In other counties than their own; the No man in the territory is better
by, the same period in 1910.
(07753)
of combinations that would quainted with territorial affairs. The Mayor Alexander to investigate cause these 107 companies have enriched
Copies in triplicate to Forest Superhelp the judicial combination, were all better part of his life has been of disaster reported that high explo- j shareholders in the sum of $223,589,-sive- ,
visor, Cowles, N. M.
such as
had been 692, a return equivalent to 82
on the
a part of the "juggling," but none was spent in New Mexico. He will make
Sept. 12, 1911.
$270,813,878 issued share capital,
spienma governor in every partlc- - used,
Notice is hereby given that Santia so brazen and unfair as the quann-;13
October
Job Harriman, attorney
Six metallurgical companies
also
go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, on cations of a voter or rather, the uiar. A business man of splendid at- homestead entry pledges required. Artesia Advocate. tainments.
and strong, representing labor union interests, participated in the present year's to- Sept 5, 1906, made
.
before
witnesses
coroner's
little
can
fault
be
Lots
4
questioned
and
RSR
found
SW
ft,with
tn thMr
onl.
justly
No. 9885, for SE
(Democratic).
wh
him as the Republican standard-bearejury eliding statement that in their .$m m ,33 g,nce incorporation a
2, 3, 4, Section 31, Township 17 N.,
was
caused
He
will
win on his merits, and it opinion explosion
by gas. 56 return
Democrats Are Organizing.
the same
Dur,
,od
Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed
October
grand jury, im.'in mo geven companie8 of thia cIasg
notice of intention to make final five The Democratic Central Committee will be for the good of New Mexico.
well
began conWbuted ,12,175,064.
year proof, to establish claim to the and Executive Committee are fitting All of the rest of the ticket is of the panelled by Judge Bord
land above described, before Register up their offices on the west side of the very highest merit, but we confess sifting alleged evidence that three, Two quicksilver corapanies paid di.
men known as J B Brice Milton A
oi Receiver U. S. land office at Santa plaza and will probably have arrange- that three of them give us especial
i(Jends w
amountlng t0 $130,
Fe, N. M., on the 20th day of October, ments completed next week to start pleasure.
makln
tbeir total t0 date 3'"
Sown
?er'000'
with
.
an energetic campaign. Chairman A. The first is that of M. S. Groves of!
1911.
220 OO0 a return of 268
on the
A. Jones of the central committee, for- Carlsbad as corporation commission- CentGelat n," purchased September
Claimant names as witnesses:
capltal.
out8tanding
Jose Maria Ortega, Placido Armljo, mer Governor W. T. Thornton and er. Mr, Groves is perfectly fitted for 2i, from Giant Powder works at San
the dlvIdends
Five hundred pounds of ;Americlasgltylng anJ works d paid by
Fernandez Armljo, and Gregorio other well known Democrats were at this Important job, and will be a tow--! Francisco
mineg
was
found
.
that
purchased by trio,
the headquarters this morning. Mr. er of strength on behalf of the people
Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M.
?afL
cached in house at South San Fra!?
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Jones said that as soon as the com- from the day he qualifies.
f
Cisco. October 16.
,
to
a
to
work
down
mittee
Another
is
Con-reply
,
Register.
gets
George Curry for
vuuuiuuuug ai e upcitiLcu 111 iuc
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo s letter gress. Mr. Curry is an old citizen of
".United
and they disbursed all
Vt
States,
by exDlosion .but
After .exposure and when you feel of appeal to keep the judiciary of both Roswell, made one of the best gov- Works nartially wrecked
of
$147,926 of the year's total
1911. , .
'
a cold coming on. taks Foley's Honey parties out of politics and oft the ernors New Mexico ever had, has a
Of the 107
$23,899,487.
fi
flwonil
Tamnora
4uiv
vahimii
clcse tcqua-nlanc- e
with the national
and Tar Compound. It checks and re- stump will be made.
H
?re P.erated
Bricft It
administrat-ond will be a strong secret indictment against
lieves. Use no substitute. The genthe United States, 16 in Canada and
Schmidt
and
Caplan.
For
Poor Little Orphans.
advocate for the new state.
18 in Mexico, with payments for the
uine in a yellow package always
March 14 Coroner's jury filed ver
The spectacle of the little band of The wisest of all the selections,
sale by all druggists.
$8,050,791
year totaling $15,132,089,
in!
victims
dict
death
met
valdeclaring
"Progressives" going
and $3,786,099 respectively.
perhaps, was that of Robert P.
caused
wreck
and
fire
by dynamite
for land commissioner.
up to Santa Fe and holding a
Mine Production in New Mexico.
Mr.
EUROPEAN CAPITAL iantly
"convention" while the Democratic Ervien has been far and away the explosion.2
The
value of the mine production
James B. McNamara and
April
convention is in session in the same most efficient commissioner we have
rw..lof 8Id. silvsr cPPr. lead and zlnc
V.. MBMatiiiral'
in
flrtie
arrested
attractive
enterprises city, hearing a speech from High ever had. and is in such perfect touch
Furnished for
troit and taken to place of hiding Inj11 Nerw Mex'c0 in 1910; according to
111
kin
annilltlnna
- -in all substantial lines of business. Priest Hagerman, passing a few reso- with
vv .
uid oei vices will. - ...
Vy.
"'"""'nuua
uwi
neiiueruu, ul lue uuneu
Elec?
lutions and then sitting back to wait be invaluable in adjusting the landed!
Railroads, Tractions, Water &
State
Geological Survey, was $2,691,-080- ,
15
filed
'7
Secret indictments
April
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Min- for the Democratic lightning to strike matters of the new state. With the
The
against $2,070,368 in 1909.
Mc
them is perhaps the most humorous vast amount of business that will
ing, Agricultural & Industrial.
amount of ore treated was 191,865
E4
auu
Issues
iiuuu
Stock
and
which
iuv.'iauigai
Bond, Debenture
come through this office in th next nauiaia, uiu
feature so far of a campaign
tons, against 164,156 tons in 1909, and
has furnished many ludicrous inci- Ave years, it Is fortunate, indeed, that J. McNamara, charging them with de the metal production was $482,424 in
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Times.
of
the
struction
a man so well equipped will be in
Properties purchased for European dents.
ar- gold, against $239,491 in 1909; 843,987
April 22 John J. McNamara
Even the industrious press agent of charge of the commissioner's office.
exploitation and investment.
of silver, valued at $455,753,
- ounces
Financial Undertakings of all sorts the "Progressives" working overtime The interests of the people will be rested in offices of International Asso- against 397,783 ounces, valued at
Iron
nf
Rrlrl
and
Structural
rlatinn
handled.
to fill the columns of their organ, the safe with him.
In 1909; 4,614,386 pounds of
M valued
Extradited
t,
with something All In all it is a winning ticket, and Workers in Indianapolis.
Miscellaneous commissions anu or
at $586,027. against
copper,
across
rushed
the
and
ders of all characters accepted for ex- that will make their little fiasco look the Register Tribune pledges Its immediately
5,393,146 pounds, valued at $701,109;
T.ns
ioined
Aneelea
mnHnmit
to
beine
w
(J
like a dignified gathering, can not strongest effort in making the ma on
ecution in any European country.
4,320,841 pounds of lead, valued at
'
way by James McNamara and
Correspondence enclosing full de- obscure the irrepressible humor of jority for every man on it as large as
$190,117,
against 5,029,767 pounds
Dis
Assistant
Ford,
Joseph
the situation. Albuquerque Herald. possible. Roswell Register-Tribuntails at first writing invited.
and 18,088,129
trict Attorney of Los Angeles, who oh valued at $210,280;
as spelter,
of
rounds
zinc,
figured
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE
on
arrested
later
tained
extradition,
Pecos Valley Pleased With Ticket. SOCORRO AUTO ENTHUSIASTS.
against 13,085,of kidnapping. Detective Wil- valued at $976,759,
charge
to
the
The
Republican
48 Mark Lane, London, England
delegates
WILL ATTEND FAIR, liam J. Burns and Detective
James 945 pounds, valued at $706,641. There
convention at Las Vegas returned
were 85 mines producing
in 1910
Los
Hosick
of
Angeles,
subsequently
Sunday night and have been giving Providing Albuquerque Helps to Put Indicted on same
111 in 1909.
Of the 1910 proagainst
charge.
the big pow wow
in Shape Road Between the
39 were in Grant county; 11
VOOD'YS HACK LINE the side lights ofFrledenbloom,
April 26 Prisoners arrived in Los ducers,
who
Gem and Duke City.
George
today.
in
and 9 in Luna
Socorro
county,
Angeles.
has developed into one of the rankest
The total average recover- before county.
4 McManigal taken
From
May
the
In hi a vali,
A
T.
AlbUQUeraue ' N M.., (Vt.. 7.. ...
In TIpiu
nf nn
.
Republicans in town, was in
fpTicn in
- grand Jury, where he made sworn
McKee returned to Albuquerque yes- - r.tatement
BARRANCA TO TAOS bunch. Today, he said:
- 1910 was $13.89 per ton. against
McNamB.
James
accusing
from Socorro and Magdalena, ! ara 0f
"It was the largest and most enMeets Both North South thusiastic
having blown up the Times, 48 'n 1909. Socorro county led in the
as well as the most har- whither he piloted F. G. Bartlett
andjanfj declaring himself responsible for production of gold, silver, lead and
of
the
in
monious convention
history
Bounds Trains.
party traveling westward in the
jitnc, and Grant county, Including the
Iron Works explosion,
All the former govern- - ter'g machine. McKee brings the In- New Mexico.
May 5 Grand Jury returns Indict- - important Chlno copper mines led in
Leave Barranca on the arrival of
U"e output of copper. The mining
formation that Bartlett, Ed Rice, John raent
accusing McXamaras, Schmidt,
the north bouno train and arrive at
H. M. Dougherty. Z. T.
was flourishing in New Mexico
of
Roe
and
Richard
Doe
Jolm,
m.
PILLS
7
Taoa at
p.
CHICHESTER BRAND. A bons and E. M. Sweet of Socorro, with nneteen murders in connection with dustry
1910, and further Increased producTen miles shorter than any other
x
lor
laMleel ami roar
vranut
n may be looked for.
eigni or ten omer automowie owners .TlmeB exDlosion. and holdine McManl- VlMoiid
HrudV
way. Good covered tiacke and good
01 Magaaiena, guarantee to bring a
I'lIU ia Re4 aad UoM meuaiteV
Santa Fe County.
with
John
J
with
Blue
Jointly
eeakd
Rli)too.
responsible
gal
bam,
round
Teams
Faro
$5.00
teams.
trip.
of fifteen machines overland to McNamaJra for attempt to wreck
Two experts have Just completed an
Take m ether. Bar of romr
party
In
furnished commercial men to take
'
uTSi KRAMn pii.ijl for as spend next week at the state fair here,
McNamaras examination of the old Consolidated
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
rem kaowu rt Best. Sit, Alwryi Reiuble provided the automobile men here will Llewellyn Iron Works,
properties at Cerrillos Just recently
denied
Bail
This
asked.
SOU) BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
station.
raise $75 to help make needed re- araigned.
acquired by the Sunset Mining and
May 9.
pairs on five miles of the road beMay 23 Clarence S. Darrow arrived Smelting company and report that
tween Abo and Carthage, on the route from
the ore body already blocked out is
Chicago to become chief counsel
from here to Socorro. This short for McNamaras.
Time for entering amply sufficient to Justify the erection
of a concentrator in conjunction with
piece ot road is said to be almost imCLASS HACK
pleas deferred to July 6.
President W. L. Staley
passable, while the expenditure ot
6 Instead of entering pleas, the smelter.
July
about $150 will make It all right. The defense assailed Jurisdiction of Judge of the Sunset Company says that the
For Mr at peenilar irises
ttnl and iiUlt hsreee.
Socorro crowd are willing to pay half wnrrt won rtor.vir.p- hi a
t
to try experts whose reports will be made
maci mm
tkeodcxe coiiici,
11 me
AiDuquerque men will hold up ca8e( and moved
indict- out In full at once, think that it will
to
quash
Phono Waok ttt.
the other end. The proposition should mu,t.
be a paying proposition even if no
oe WKen up promptly. Fifteen auto- "The undeJuly 12 Bordweil overruled both more ore is developed.
uiuuiies loauea wuu Boosters irom the motions.
Defense filed exceptions. veloped ore, however," said Mr. Staley
Gem City will help the state fair con McNamaras
Trial "Is as good or better than that alplead not guilty.
siderably. If each man spends $100 set for October 11, 1911
ready blocked out and we are going
ahead with the proposition on a big
uurmg iair wees 11 means $1,500 and
it means the presence of a bunch of MORE GOOD ROADS
scale.
The Improvements will call
live ones to add to the success of the
BUILDING IN LUNA COUNTY. for the expenditure, according' to
festivities. The Automobile AssociaThe committee in charge of raising present plans, of approximately $150,- tion is boosting the proposition en- the funds for the building of the road 000. We are now receiving bids for
thusiastically and will jecelve the sup- 12 miles south from Demlng reports our aerial tramway and concentrator
port of the citizens generally In the that the $1500 subscribed by farmers 'and work on both will be pushed,
Now on the floor of the 5ante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
plan. Moreover, the road south via and businessmen of Demlng Is about We have been aranging with an east- Carthage is the one that Is being ai collected.
The county
doubles em stock brokerage concern with a
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS used
by the long distance motorists ; this amount, and the state adds an - branch office In El Paso to handle our
ONE OF TEC SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
av present aunng tne nign water in other $1500.
we ngure mat tne sav
making the total amount securities.
the Rio Puerco and It ought to be put for the building of the road, $4500. ing effected by the use of the tram
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
In as good shape as possible.
Construction will be started within a way alone will more than pay for the
cost of mining and treating."
are ordering In car-lo-ad
shipment for Holiday Trade. Place your
few weeks.
Foley's Kidney Remedy vs. a Hopeless
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Case.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS,
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
MOTORMAN WITH REVOLVER
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: '1
13 PROMPTLY ARRESTED.
and Arizona purchasers.
Supply just the Ingredients needed
had a severe case of kidney trouble
Charged with carrying a pistol. D. to build up, strengthen and restore
and could, not work and my case E. McNall, a street car motorman at" the natural action ot the kidneys and
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
seemed hopeless. . One large bottle of El Paso wan arrested by patrolmen bladder. Specially prepared for back- Established I900
Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and'McNail was motorman of a Fort Bliss ache, headache, nervousness, rheuma- LEARNARD &
"
I have never been bothered since. I car which was held up by a lone rob - itism and all kidney, bladder and uri- New
Mexico
LINDEMANN CO. v
Albuqarqae,
,
recommenaea u." For taw by ber on the outskirts of the city a nary irregularities. For sale by ail
aiways
B. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
.
all druggists. '
week ago.
druggists.
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST

THE OLDEST AND

g

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Advocate.
(07894)

ME

SOFT DRINKS
1 tn&mua

FAINT

WOULD

Torrance County Convention.
The Republican primaries of Torrance county will be held October 13
and the county convention October 16.
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COURSES-COMMERC-

INSTITUTION IN

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

Academic and Preparatory Courses
' Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

form
Send

BROTHER

Separate Departments
for Prospectus
EDWARD.

Pf.ES

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
(eet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

r

ihw

season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretory,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent
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Style
For
Every

Foot

GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH of style

out of a shoe, that shoe must give satis
factory service. The satisfactory service of
every pair of OUR SHOES is guaranteed.
This means that you will get your money's worth
of style and your money's worth of comfort.
You can't misunderstand it. We mean exactly
what we say

-

SERVICE

cmicrs

Look Here, Men!

$3.50--$4.00--$4-

.50

and $5.00

THE SHOE

ri-h-

-

I

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
.

j

company

!

Without a Pinch
For Ladies we have a variety of snappy lasts in the
new high toe effect with
medium or high heels, button or blucher dull leather,
patent colt, gun metal,
S suede or velvet, and can
satisfy the particular shoe
requirements of any and
all women.
$3.00-.$3.50....-

Where
Quality

meets
Price

$4.00

and $5.00

iekn $ftueqer

Wiidow
Display
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FIRE PREVENTION.
The fire loss in New Mexico Is an
annual tax of one dollar upon each
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
But that tax
man, woman and child.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
is unequally
and upon
distributed
Editor and President.
Vice President.
some it falls with crushing weight.1
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
It Is idle to argue that much property!
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
is covered by insurance, for the in-- !
comes
surance
out
of
the
Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Pa Postofflce.
pockets ofj
the property owners.
If there were
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
mail.
.$2.50
no fires, there would be no need of,
Daily, six months, by
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
. 1.00 insurance, and the greater the effort
six months
Weekly,
to reduce fire losses, the lower, even-- !
Daily, per xonth, by carrier.... .75
. 2.00
j
MOULTON-ESP- E
66 Weekly, ver year
Daily, per month, by mail
tually, will be fire insurance rates.
. .60
7.00 WeekVy, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo'
Chaves and his assistant feter Llenau
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
who have placed the Insurance depart-- j
on
of
a
business:
ment
Mexico
New
The New Mexican ia the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to imd efficient
Gov-- !
basis,
every postotfice In the Territory., and has a large and growing circulation ernor Mills to issue apersuaded
proclamation
amonfc the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
designating next Monday as Fire Pre
vention Day, on which every patriotic
citizen will make it his duty to clean
up his premises of all the inflamable
TP.aterial and rubbish, which often is
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
the real cause of destructive tires.
Says Mr. Chavez in his bulletin, isWindow Frames,
sued to emphasize the importance of
Wainscotting,
Mouldings
studying fire prevention and urging
Door Frames,
Ceiling,
Sash, Doors,
the observance of fire prevention day,
lasmgs, Base,
Custom Work,
Run Flooring
Dry
which falls on the anniversary of the
great Chicago fire:
"The greater part of the actual fire Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
waste in the United States, amounting
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
to over $230,000,000 a year, is due
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
to carelessness. Much of this is perWe solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
sonal, for which property owners are
directly responsible, and much is municipal through the toleration by the
Specifications, Etc.
authorities of dangerously inflammaPhene Black 33166.
ble construction, laxity in the enforcement of building ordinances and
the regulation of explosives and infailure to insist upon
flammables,
The
rubbish being cleaned up, etc.
average citizen should have impressed
upon him his personal responsibility
IN THE LINE OF
for his share of the preventable fire
of the country which is drainwaste
GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
ing the national wealth and retarding
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY,
our prosperity.
Every man can at
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
least see that old paper, old boxes and
rubbish is not allowed to" accumulate
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
-A,
ir. dangerous places
of
.,SYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY. "
TREASURER
can keep an eye on
and
corners,
way
FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
his lighting and heating appliances.
ANDREW B. It tiese alone are attended to proper
INSTRUCTION
PUBLIC
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
-1 25
Palace Avenue,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
ly nearly half the fires could be preROBERT
UNION
P.
LANDS
vented.
ERVIEN,
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC
"The actual property loss by fire in
COUNTY.
.
Tiie orvltnrTT nine rlnso in thv&G nnnr.
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUNThe livestock in the South Atlantic
iron box, thus safeguarding lives as
f o
;ih,, ,ino,.c .v.
TY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
States, according to the Census Bu- Property.
self- - wel1
a
both
should
have
Our
citizens
COUNTY.
'Tost
placards in conspicuous reau which issued a bulletin today
iBh art
,hllc minted interest in co-- l
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS
the'Places giving hints on fire prevention. on the subject, is valued at $365,873,
work
or
in
the
reducing
operating
EDDY
M.
LUNA
S. GROVES,
COUNTY;
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
rass a statute appointing a me i&i, or considerably more than one
fire waste.
Their selfish reason
COUNTY.
These
investigate tne third of a billion dollars.
should be the securing of lower insur-- ! marsnai wno snail
nd circumstances of nine states have almost five million
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA, ance
TW
material
and
rates,
saving
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
fire occurring where property head of cattle, two and one half mil
be affected by the exercise of ordinary a
Durned or damaged, and to lion head of sheep, over a million
care.
Besides the lower rates which
will follow in the wake of a reduc-- l determine whether the fire was the horses, three quarters of a million of
CORPORASPECIAL
the employe of no corporation, he tion of fires these improvements pro- - rsult o carelessness or design. This mules; six million swine and almost
INTERESTS,
Horses had a
owes allegiance to no British or any tect life. The cost of fires comes large-- j may be done with the cooperation of thirty million fowls.
TIONS, LAND GRABBERS
than
value
AND BOSSES.
other class of
other kind of land grabbers, he is tied ly out of the
any
greater
and
authorities,
county
city
out
and
of,the
not
public
The unconscious humor of the Albu- to no special interests, he is free to the insurance companies alone,
as "A majority of the states in the domestic animals, and cattle came
marshals and the second.
querque Morning Journal is delicious. serve all the people and he will.
they are the medium employed in as- - union have fire been
at
has
accomplished
tax.
and
fire
the
Its nerve is refreshing.
distributing
sessing
Florida in 'the census year produc
"The per capita fire loss with us is through them cannot be overestima-largIts logic is irresistible.
PROTECTING ORCHARDS.
ed more than $16,000,000 worth of
If each citizen's ted- every year.
"H. O. Bursum," it shrieks editorialHolm O. Bursum had the right idea
"Pass a statute compelling the in- crops, or not quite as much as did the
could be brought home
ly, is the representative of the "spe- when he declared in his speech of responsibility
struction of the common fire hazard state of New, Mexico.
Of this sum,
come
to
him
a
collector
by
having
land
grab- acceptance, that the horticultural in
cial interests, corporations,
around once a year and ask him for and means of prevention in public, more than $6,000,000 was for cereals,
bers end bosses."
terests of New Mexico should be given two
almost $5,000,000 cotton and over
dollars aniece for each member
Of course, W. C. McDonald is not
the same attention and protection
"Tne iniurajjpe .,, department wui
in peanuts.
his family it might wake him up
These assertions of the Albuquer-ql- e that is extended to the cattle and of
witn an city ana
to
an
of . his responsi- heartily
appreciation
should"
settle
the
matter; sheep men.
Journal
The Sheep and Cattle
county authorities and the public in HEAVY RAINS PLAY
the subject should now be dismissed Sanitary Boards have important du- bility.
in the procuring of ordi
- general
has
glv"The
insurance
HAVOC WITH SCHEDULES.
department
with a wave of the hand. But it will ties in protecting those two great innances and such other action that
not.
dustries, but fruit trees need as much
wl-- :
lu
le"u
No Trains On the D. & R. G. Since
Let us see! McDonald is and has protection against the spread of dis- tion and to ways and means for the 105,8 01 Property ana me ny nre.
:
conservation of our resources along
Thursday and Santa Fe Trains
been for twenty years, the president ease as do sheep and cattle.'"
those lines
and enthuAre Late, Too.
of the Carrizozo Cattle Ranch Com
That his declaration was well re- siasm is now and impetus
given by our highest au- SUPREME COURT OUT OF POLL
cora
Is
Lincoln
that
of
from
county.
the
pany
ceived, appears
following
TICS.
the governor, in the issuance
The heavy rains of Tuesday and
poration? Is that a special interest? editorial on this subject, in the El thority,
state committee Wednesday have swollen the Rio
OctoThe Democratic
a
of
for
proclamation
calling
Is Felix Paso Herald:
Are they land grabbers?
ber the 9th to be known as "Fire Pre- has not yet answered the Republican Gande and have ' left demolished
"He suggests that the people of the
Martinez of Texas, a boss? On the
that the candidates for the j tr ldgeg and washouts 0f track, tying
vention
this to be the one
answer to these questions depends territory pledge their representatives in the day,"to which we shall all day proposal
give supreme bench make no political cam-- ' UD tne Denver & Rio Grande trains
year
Mcin
next
such
enact
to
the
C.
or
W.
whether H. O. Bursum
legislature
our special attention to this matter. paign tours. Yet; the Democratic plat- - since Thursday with no Drosnect of
Donald is a representative of the a law and he has taken up a subject This
day is the anniversary of the, form unctiously, and blatantly de- relief untn Monday and also delaying
'special interests, corporations, land that should meet with the hearty sup- great Chicago conflagration.
To the ganta Fes trains. A
for a
iclared
judiciary.
dispatch
port of every resident in the new
grabbers and bosses."
"It is well to talk about fires and prove their consistency, the Demo-froAlbuquerque says: "Because of
The New Mexican is informed that state.
we do not believe crats immediately nominated on their tne delay to Santa Fe train No. 10 this
their
but
effect,
"Spraying is necessary to kill the that any forward movement is made j supreme court ticket, the former sec-- 1
the Carrizozo company is owned by
morning, a stub local was sent north
British stockholders; that it has been moths and worms that destroy or- unless some remedy is provided, we retary of their s.tate committee, a po- - !from
there."
orchard-ist- s
chards.
are
certain
There
them
with
water
and
rights
absorbing
nave, tneretore, outlined a tew sug-- i ileal partisan of tne worst type, ana, rpne biggest washout on the D. & R.
who
in
are
and
active
energetic
has
lands, until the small cattleman
gestions which if followed will result a demagogue who has disgusted even:Q was its bridge at Chama "where
been practically driven out of Lincoln all such work and who need no such ia material benefits.
those who have been his friends, with the ch.ma riv-- r went
ramnaee.
of
to
law
to
them
care
take
compel
"Don't try to start a fire with coal the intensity of his partisanship.
county; until it is impracticable for a
There waa mU(.h damaee done this
are
their fruit trees, but there
others,
a
or
a
or
most
one
ao
is
of
.no
oil.
the
It
sheepman,
wonder tne uemocrats
homeseeker,
dangerous
noi:side of gspanoia, it is stated,
who every year' raise
can do.
small cattleman to exist on the domain indolent ones,
want to listen to any suggestion of aj Dn the Santa Fe. train 8 was fifteen
of things you
of
and
fruit
poor
crops
big
crops
"Don't fill lamps after dark.
If you
preempted by that company. Is that
judiciary. They placed hmlrs at. arrivine at 2 n'clnrk . this
insects.
The insects "from fill a
land grabbing? May Providence de- dangerous
lamp that is hot, the oil will two mud volcanoes on their supreme afternoon instead Of 10:50 o'clock last
or
cared
these
for,
unsprayed
on vapors ana wnen you attempt; court ticket and those
liver New Mexico from such special chards,poorly
njgnti
scatter to the orchards of the give
Tne ganta Fe officials received word
interests, corporations and land grab- men who spend money to take care 10 ngni me lamp inese vapors iskb can earn tneir Keep oniy Dy spouung.
A mud volcano is not an attractive that tnere were
bers. If they had their way, New of their crops and the result is that fire and the lamp explodes.
neavy washouts on
"Don't leave matches lie around, j feature in the landscape; it adds noth- tne coast ne But the Albuquerque
Mexico would be turned into one vast it is
for anybody to keep
impossible
cattle ranch with a dritt fence around a clean orchard. It should be made Every year thousands of homes are ing to the value of adjacent real es- - rapers state tnat tftre wa8 mucn
and many lives lost because tate; it never produces ore or shelters troube at
Bernalillo, between, here
it, and shares regularly sold on the compulsory on the part of every burned use
matches carlessly.
fruit trees. Its only function is to and AiDuquerqUe where the water has
people
London stock exchange.
orchard owner in the state to spray
uoni yui loo muca iuei in your spout mua. Ana wnen two sucu muu
Then as to bosses. Was ever a neat- his orchard whenever necessary to
risen ig and 30 Inches in ten hours
t
stove is volcanoes are nominated for the bu-er job of bossism performed than the prevent the breeding of these pests. , stove at, one time. A
greateBt rise ta 2Q years with in- IS posiuve crueuy iu fltpatlnnB
proper
cooiuiig. preme coun,
nf still hlrtcr water Tt is
nomination of the ticket of which W.
"Mr. Evans says he knows of fruit not necessary ior burned
are'
by over- - suggest that they should keep from 'eared that the water will change the
V: McDonald is the head? The Demo- men from Grand Junction Colorado, Many buildings
(spouting mud during an exciting po course of the river and- injure the
crats made no bones about it. A num- who came to New Mexico to invest in heated stoves.
fire places unprotected litical campaign.'
leave
"Don't
town.
rebelled
ber of the younger element
orchards and then refused to put a if
you have children in the house.
16,000 Ties Are Loosened.
against it; exposed it openly; circulat- cent in them because New Mexico The draft created by open fires may
THE UNKNOWN MAN.
The tremendous rains in northern
ed printed appeals to the delegates to had no compulsory spraying law. They draw the children's clothes into the
W. C.
best recommenda' New Mexico and Colorado made the
break away from boss domination. did not care to hazard their money in flames.
tion is that he is practically unknown, Rj0 Grande so fierce that the big log
Was ever boss more powerful, more an orchard that might be ruined at
'Don't place your ashes against the declares the Albuaueraue Morning v,nnm nwnoH hv thn Santn ntrhum
thorough in his domination than Felix any time through the neglect of a back yard fence or place them in
journal. That argument should prove p0le and Tie Company, at Domingo
Martinez? Has any boss ever dared neighbor, so returned to Colorado
a arawing card witn tne voters, u forty miles north of Albuquerque, gave
,
,
,
to give the two principal places on a with their money."
,1
Keep gasoime m me uuuse. cugnt t0 make a tremendous hit. it away shortly after noon yesterday,
jjuuv
emfirst state ticket to two of his
i.eep 11. ouisiue, 11 you musi nave u. must anneal to the common geezer, lnnaonintr Wwoon mon ori nivtoon
ployes working in the same printing
i iwn.
eep your wmuow open near for there are some 325,000 Otner peo- - thousand ties.
niou
xjuu
At last rennrts. the
unrnin
office in the same town? Surely not.
are practical- - ties were whirling down the river to
The large group of eleven counties " burning gas jet. The curtains may pje
jn. New Mexico. who
.
a
o
lr
A
to
flnwtA
tn
ill
A
l
Vlnnr
t
t
It snns
But Mr. McDonald "has grown up" in western and northwestern JNew
"can- jy unKnown ana wno, inereiore, in me Bernalillo and a
l"c
telephone message
with New Mexico, declares the Jour- Mexico, comprising almost
Ing dont look for it with a match; course ot time, should be in line for from that town, sixteen miles north
f
nose
a
use
and
nal. Of course, that is a virtue that the area and having
fingers;
finger a gubernatorial nomination.
your
Here is of Albuquerque at 5 o'clock yesterday
f
the popentitles a man to be elected governor, ulation of New Mexico, was utterly ig- will easily detect a leaky gas pipe by .a hint to the big parties for the na- - wa8 to the effect that there is little
even if he has no other qualifications. nored by the Democratic bosses who tne pressure irom wumn.
tional convf rf!o"s next year. Let aoubt but that the Bernalillo bridge
"Don't throw cigar or cigarette thcm nominate "unknowns!" The less wiu glv away when tne tleB hlt tnat
It is to be feared that W. C. McDon- formulated the Democratic state tick'
"
ald "grew" up with the Knglish corpor- et, probably, because they have
siumps iiuo me waaie uasnei ut vu Known the better! A man witnout a structure.
the floor. A cigarette of the Turk- - record has no record to defend; a
eleven
ation, however, rather than with New
These'
Americans.
Spanish
will
five
for
minutes
burn
msri wno. has never done or acconv.
Mexico, and whenever the interests of counties consisting of San Juan, Rio ish variety
after being discarded.
pUshed anything has nothing to ex-- !
the British stockholders conflicted with Arriba, Taos, Santa Fe, Sandoval,
"There are many suggestions we plain. The ancient Greeks erected;..
those of the public, the stockholders
Valencia, Socorro,
Sierra,
were served, or McDonald would not Otero, Luna and Dona Ana, 'all ad- could give but the above will illus- an altar to the unknown gods. Let
MONEY AND METALS
have held his job for twenty years. joining each other, were given not a trate some of the common causes of New Mexico erect a triumphal arch St. iLouis, Mo Oct. 7. Lead highwith
of
loss
life.
fire
the
to the unknown man.
probably
8?
But McDonald "never sought" public single Democratic candidate. As a
er '4.25; Spelter strong 5.87
AND RlfS.
Albuquerque sop to them, one progressive, the most
LARD
office, announces the
GRAIN,
PORK,
water pressure, pass an ordinance! The Progressives took
another
tVheaitr Dec.,
7.
Oct.
Morning Journal. That too, may be unpopular man on the ticket, was
Chicago,
the use of water during whack at their natron saint. It wa
e virtue, but it is a negative one. Brit- thrown to them like a bone to a dog prohibiting
Area thim Itisnrinp- nrnner nrcssnrn poCUot Tnncn.,l
blnrilv invlt. 01 "0' ala't
Ma?:.S-S- ;
ish stockholders are not in the habit Can and ao the Democrats expect to
"Pass an ordinance giving the chief ed Herbert J. Hagerman to resign as Corn Dec, 64
Oats
of permitting their employes to run get any votes from those eleven coun- of
Dec.
50
17
May
of
chief
or
fire department
of New Mexico. It is that
police
' '
for public office, to embarras them by ties? The Republicans, on the other power of inspection of all buildings, Eovernor
same Roosevelt who is lauded in the;. Pork Jan., 15.40.
is
it
active
too
Lard
8.92
except
politically,
Nov.,
8.95;
more
distributed
much
Jan.,
hand,
being
evenly except dwellings.
Progressive resolutions. The infer
Ribs Jan., 8.05; May, 8.15.
to have a representative in the legis- geographically, for from the eleven
"Give consideration to the advisa- ence is obvious, It was the most cruel
need
speWOOL.
counties come six of their candidates, bility of extending fire limits.
lature at a time when they
cut of all.
St. Louis, Io Oct. 7. Wool dull.
cial legislation. W. C. McDonald may including the governor, lieutenant gov"Give consideration of advisability
hear at any time from London that ernor, state treasurer, state auditor, of increasing number of hydrants,
ran out Territory and western mediums, 17
"The Las Vegas hand-ou- t
he has to get off the Democratic tick- u railroad commissioner and a judge especially in new districts.
of Mexicans and were forced to name 20: fin mediums, 1719; fine, 11
et and settle down to the work that of the supreme court.
"Give consideration to advisability a couple of white men," declares the l5- " :
Livestock
of increasing fire department.
.1
he is being paid for, unless the BritDemocratic Roswell Record. That is
h Gattie-R- eThe Progressive Democracy of the
Chicago, 111. Oct.
Thoroughly inspect moving picture .In reality the attitude of the Demo-- !
ish stockholders have designs, ulterior
Market
celpts estimated at f:200.
designs, which will make it convenient lower Pecos Valley has endorsed the shows and insist upon non-in- f lamma-- 1 cracy toward the Spanish-America-n
films are pre people, It does not eonsider taem wak.
That hie films
Beeves, $4.65. 6.20; Texas
ticket
for them to have an employe of theirs Republican judicial
Progressive game works both ways it pared with alum), also that the ap- - "white" men although bidding tor steers, $4.15 6.00; western steers,
in the gubernatorial chair.
$4.106.60; stockers and feeders,
paratus itself is enclosed in a sheet their ballots on election day.
the other hand, H. O. Bursum la seems.
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
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Then Act!

Think About It!

COMPANY

THE

Santa Fe Planing Mill
'

BANK

NATIONAL

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
"transfers of money to all parts of the civilized .world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con- signmentsof livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
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ON TIME DEPOSITS
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You Will Find Everything
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The Palace Hotel
William Vaughn, Prop.
One

MRS. V. LINDH ARDT'S
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"
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the West

in

private bath

WITH
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Boom for Com
inercial Travelers
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MONTEZUMA HOTELS
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surra

ROOMS IN

Cuidiae and
Table Service
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of the Best Hotels

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
FINK BAMPLK ROOM,

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

e

J
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Short Orders run Day

Furnished rooms in connection:
222 San Francisco
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.
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Electric Lights

G. LliPE

HERRERA,

Prop

OTERO COUNTY SOCIALISTS
HAVE NAMED TICKET.
The Socialists of Otero county have
v
nominated the following ticket:
Representative, O. R. Carlisle.
Sheriff, H. O. Riggs.
Probate judge, O. Edgington.
County clerk, A. W. Garrison.
Treasurer, A. K. Gore, who is also
named for state auditor.
Superintendent of SchvSL T. A,

.

surveyor, s.

A.

strong.

1st district
County Commissioners
George Warnock; 2d district T. G.
lorres; 3ra district c. w. Barkiey.
.

Are You a Seller? At advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on the martlet effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before the
eyes ot all possible buyers.
--

The Neal Treatment
FOR

ALCOHOLISM
HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER

. ,

THE WORLD AS

The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and ' render the drinker absolutely
free from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of
"
any kind whatsoever. It ia administered
-

-

,

Baths.

-

G.80;- - rough
$5.90g6.15;
good to.
choice, heavy, $6.15 6.80; pigs, $4.00
5.95; bulk of sales, $6.2o6.70. '
Sheep ReceiptB estimated at 1,000.
Market strong.
Native, $2.504.10;
western, $3.004.25; yearlings, $3.85
4.15;
lambs, native, $4.256.30;
western, $4.506.35.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 7. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
1,500, (mostly show, cattle),
100 southerns.
including
Market
steady. Native steers, $5.108.00;
southern steers, $3.805.25; southern
cows and heifers $2.754.50; native
cows and heifers, $2.6O7.00; stackers and leeders, $3.407.10; western
cows, $2.754.75.
Hogs Receipts, 2,500.
Market 5c
higher. Bulk of ; sales, $6.256.50
heavy, $6.356.45; packers and butchers, $G.356.55; lights, $6.206.50;
'f S
pigs, $4.255.50.; ..
Sheep Receipts 10,000.
Market

one-hal-

MARKET REPORT

Regular Meals 25c.

& Cold

h
$3.155.55; cows and heifers, 12.00
steady.
Muttons, $3.254.25; lambs,
$6.009.50.
$4.756.10; range wethers and yearl
Hogs Receipts estimated at 8,000. ings. $3.2504.75- - ranee ewes. 2 !
Market strong, 5c higher. Light J6.10 4.00. ,
6.80 mixed, $6.056.80: heavy. JS.9G

1

-

x

Street

Hot

6.10; calves,

;

80,-00- 0

& Night.

WITHOUT HYPODERMIC

INJECTIONS

Every patient Is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body Is brought into a more
healthy condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
THE NEAL TREATMENT has been offically adopted by
the government of Australia and other state governments and
SIXTY-ON- E
INSTITUTES are now in operation or opening in
the United States and foreign countries.
Literature and Full Information Will Be Furnished Upon Application.

The Original Neal

'

Three-Da- y

Cure.

CALL OR WRITE

NEAL INSTITUTE
'

512 North

Second St.

Phone, 321,

'
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N. M.
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SOCIAL

WHAT IS FRIENDSHIP?
(By Owen Terry).
First, mutual need, the magnet
That draws the errant bee
flower;
Outgive and intake balancing
As earth takes the seed and

Business

Your Patronage Solicited

again;

Confectionery, Fruits and
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday

ALSO

HANDLES

WHY?

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

AMADO

then.
yields

Phone

49 Main

Phone 49 Main

Because we have the real
Stock of
the City.

Parlor Market
and Grocery

--

3

Saturday

Wash Embroidery, Silk D. M. C. Embroidery Cotton, and for Crotchet

halving of Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
Tops and Center Pieces.
dividends
Friendship's,
carrying
shares
'
Jaffa on East Palace avenue.
As song in echo interest bears;
this!
The
Wallace
Club is meeting
Mutual need and mutual 'troth,
'
Ear a may be from the star and afternoon at the home of Mrs. X. B.
on
Don
avenue..
Laughlin
Gaspar
..........
,
moth; .1
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, after spend
Complement natures, like brook and
several days in Santa Fe, returned
? banks,'
...
.. ...
i ' ing
.
home last night.
Vegas Optic.
and
leaf
Bird.song
shade, giving and
United States Attorney David J J
thanks;
Faith and faith worthiness here my Leahy returned last night from a bus-- :
iness trip to Santa Fe. Las Vegas
friend,
Is friendship's creed, beginning and J'n"- j
end!
Delegate to Congress William H. An-- j
)
Xew York Sun. !rews wil1 arrive tomorrow from
buquerque to spend the afternoon in

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
6. LAU6HLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst.. Cashier

Groceries
&

Phone, 152 Ked.

of joys and

Doubling

cares,

T

to the

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

Dally.

MILLINERY

power

Sure We Are Busy !

BREAD AND CAKE

FRESH

FOR FINE

HEADQUARTERS

Five

PLAZA BAKERY

MiSSA.MUGLER

PEnSSIAL

MHHMBSBKa MBaBHaMaiiil

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

AMB

PAGE

M.

up-to-d-

ate

.

Established

1

1903.

Incorporated

1856.

LADIES'

!

j

Beef,

j
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier ls;th?,c,ty
'ur- Bna Mrs' J- - "
"nss 01 i aos.
here from Estancia.
ln ,tne CUy at,Q are rf,Sls,ere(1. aM
Mrs. Aurelia Baca of East Las Ve-i,UJ
umu.ugs is eunor.
gas, is a visitor in the city.
'
v""c,r
A. L. Barker, civil engineer from
,
,
"V
,cs
C"'"B.
Mlow:
New York; is here on business.
vegas lawyer ana president or
n
Hnskins. tho well
iibuiuuonai conveuuon, was at
l"e
Vp9 hanker Is at tho Unntonn,, the
Palace hotel yesterday.
Sheriff Silviano Roibal of Chamita,
uev- B'"ura
emz.
Rio Arriba county, is at the Coronadol
j doval
county, spent a few days this
hotel.
as the guest or ftis parents-in- Attorney A. C Vnrhees. nf Ratnn J
ColfaxVfcounty,1 Is at the Montezuma' law. Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie.
Attorney William McKean of Taos,
hotel.
W D Shea
traveline nsiq5PTiirpr; a member of the constitutional con
agent of the Denver & Rio Grande, is mention, arrived last evening, coming
auto.
I'D
in I.aa Veirn:
iue.uiiuKc tiuu as, meeting imtt m ' bert
Clark, seccetarj' of the state Re-- i
ternoon at the home. ortvMrs. Nathan :
puDiican committee,. to Santa Fe Sundays returned to Las Vegas last nibt.
Safe Food for the Little Ones
Las Vegas Optic,
The delight of children is pastry, ""Fnrmpr fnvnr Tnca "n Cnna lnf4rt.
cookies, cakes, doughnuts, and other day to join H.. O,' Bursum and cam-dainties, in many, of which a cooking paigning party 'which opens the cam-- !
-

I

e

i

Pork,
Mutton,
Veal and
Lamb

a

wn

t

,

I

i

New Fall and Winter Goods just received,
1 snappy and uptodate in every respect.

r
Men's & Boys' Caps,

!

I

Call and See Us.

SEI
SI

P.

JIN

O. Box, 219.

hog fat, sometimes impure, often ind- ibutter is expensive and
gestible.
often impracticable. . However, Cotto- lene the pure vegetable-o- il
cooking fat
can be used in every way the same as
butter or lard; it makes light, digestible,
healthful food, and at less expense, too,
less Demg required rnan 01
If you value the
either butter or lard

BROS

To-use-

,
Phone 36

:

j

one-th- ird

&;,'

food with

proceeds to Raton.'
Miss Harriet L. Brown and Miss,
Margaret McCoy, of Brooklyn, are vis- itors in the city. They are on a tour
of the country and belong to promi- nent New York families.
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting!
today at tne home of Mrs F- - E Kud.
,rigi Besi(eg the members of the club
the Euests ar Mrs. Ettel of GainesCTnriHo

ut

COFFEE, 30c LB.
No better guarantee to
Offer than money DaCK if

at the Parlor iViarket.

WM.

I

!

'I

and ; Manhattan Avenue.

Don Gasper

A PRIVATE BOARDING

HOUSE

242 Lower Palace Avenue

ci-

PROPRIETOR.

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut

Rivers,

Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are t he admiration of all Santa Fe.

THE TIME TO BUY

hurried
llli y

BETTER.

NOTHING

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

B. Fall

KJI

THE MASTER TAILORS.

CO.

&

In Our Immense New Windows

D. ARRIGHI

this city.

The New State

W. N, TOWNSEND

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

A

Report comes from Three
Otero county, that Judge A.
is seriously ill. Mrs. Fall has
tc his bedside from El Paso.
i
V.UUUIJ vuiiLuiiOQiuuri
JUt?
Pino of Galisteo, spent today

$2.50 to $5.00
These are our selections, and if you look them
over you will find there is a big difference.

Gas-Roast- ed

ueal

WEEK

Children's Coats

VEGETABLES

Forbes' Quality
and Steel-C-

I

THIS

$8,(Mo435.00

POULTRY

Fresh-Dresse-

FRU1T5

1

Bargains In All Lines.

:

n

and

,

Automobile Caps in Cloth and Leather
With or Without Goggles

Sausage,

e

Blue Point Oysters, Fish

.

ALSO FINE NEW ASSORTMENT OF

-

Home-Mad-

SPECIAL

OUR
1

Ladies' Cloaks

CORN-FE- D

A1--

Suits,
Silk Waists, Skirts, Etc.

Coats,Wraps Jailor-Mad-

KANSAS. CITY

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immeri variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

HOT WATER BOTTLES
i

in the

Is now. We have

-

just received

alargelinedirect from factory,
thereby insuring fresh pods.

The fall meetings of the Fifteen
We bake our Club will begin on Friday afternoon,
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The October 3. The meeting will be held
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless at the home of Mrs- N- - B- - Laughlin,
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or at 2:30 'clock P- - m- Mrs- - Thomas
,''
rates upon application, i wl" p,rS!demonthly
.
W. G.
Attorney "Charles
TRY Oil SUNDAY DINNER
returned
1asfttigb.fr from a trip
jWard
'
W
Diieu n
Dt.a MnALi 10 ania re ana t,aos county. He

Home Cooking

FURNITURE AND

THE AKERS WAGNER

-

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

-

-

i

-

BEST

CLOSE-I- N

LOTS

PINT

RESIDENCE

c

fHE ' MARKET.

--

rain storm and got a severe soaking
Mr. Ward says he never saw rain
i i uur-.1.. .1
' ' uiu
j .
mau n
mil muie pciHisicuiij
ing the past three days. Las Vegasl

BUY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.

O C. WATSON & CO.

I
I

1

jjj

:
19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, N. M.
D cuI ISO
'
Dl
a
ix
00.
rogue,

AllofNextWeek

Z

11

U S.

KAUNE

5

GO.

Where Prices are
LOWEST

jj

FOR

k

Optic.

Former Governor and Mrs. L. Bradford Prince held an informal reception
Tuesday evening at their Palace ave- !nue home In honor of Representative!
William Sulzer of New York. Mr. Sul- zer was much interested in Santa Fe;
'and especially the mission style hous-jea beautiful type of which is the
Prince residence.
We guarantee each and every Bot
Mrs. J. White Goddings, who has
tie we sell to last one year.
hpen vlsitlncr at Pnmen. Michigan re- turned today and was a guest at the!
J
Mr. Giddings, who is the
Palace.
editor of the Taos Valley News, had
Reliable
4
Always
started from Taos to meet her but was
DRUGGISTS
stalled at Erabudo by a washout. She
left today in a party with A. C. Pro-- ! k Phone, Red 161. Ni bt Phone, Red 58. 1
bert, the Taos banker in an attempt
to reach Taos overland.
j
Entertain Bridge Club.
Mrs A T. firimKhflW and Mra A (T
XXXXXXXXXXXXSStSX
Thomas entertained the Saturday Card
Club Wednesday night at the home
&
Mrs. Grimshaw, and not only the
ladies were present but also their IwbPAINTING
bands. Cards were played and Mrs. j
Charles C. C 'tron and Mr. Carl Bishop j
were the prie winners. The affair
proved very enjoyable.
i

Staple

Beautiful Hand -- Painted China
The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Article That You Might Be Interested InTHERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,

Fancy

BUTT BROS. CO.,

:

Groceries

-

and we can show you. Our stock is complete In all details

&

1

i

SAFE QUALITY.

wwwwvwvwwvwwwwv

!

Carriage

i

DOLE'S

Pure Hawaiian

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Kamili )

OpeH May 15th for
-

,

:

:

,

Best of Food

.

the
f

'

,

..

Fishino; Season
Best of Beds

Water

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids
Tetef raph Glorieta

-

Write Pecos

JUST A FEW OF THOSE
EXTRA FANCY

P
L-fl-

1

1

11

l

I

MULLIGAN &

Directors
RISING, Funeral
PICTURE FRAMING

PpartlPC
r.COWIICS

PPT

Day and Night Phone.

C

e
to

c
IS)

Hi

IJ.P. Steed

TWO ASSAULT CASES
AT ALBUQUERQUE.1,
Within twenty minutes of each oth-- l
er yesterday at Albuquerque, Miss Am- - j
'
i .J 4
II
.If. Stuuuzuies repurieu
iu xl
lire police
vita
1

H. S. KAUNE

8

You

im-

K

tt
M

XXSX3CXXXXXXXK

X

X

X

X

CO.
X

X

'

M. Brault, complained
had been knocked down by
Herbert Hall, a negro porter. Botb
men were arrested.

I

&

Son

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

p inviTI

ONE OF THE BEST BUILDING LOTS IN THE CITY

PALACE AVENUE FRONTAGE

Will quote

immediate sale.

NEATLY

Work Gaaranteed.

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

Man-Tailored-to-Your-lWeas-

SUITS, GOATS AND SKIRTS

115

cor-dial-

ly

PORTFOLIO OF FASHIONS
IGuaranteed
JULIUS H. GERDES.

Satisfaction

DONE.

Phone, Red

&

price for its

Customers and Friends are
invited to inspect our

j
;

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

low

exceptionally

FOR WOMEN and MISSES.

MAKERS.

IDR MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

and Mrs. J.

CO- - that she

What You Are Looking For

IN STYLE, QUALITY

AND FIT

i

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It saves
Our display rooms are open
pay tor, by having it right where
your light bill and
on

for your
SAVES THE EYES.
can
be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
Student Lamps that
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
you
we
of Reading and
line
and
the
have
finest
inspection,

Urn

j

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

o.

o

Others Who Aided at Dinner.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Besides the names of the ladies pub- lished ln the New Mexican yesterday!
as assisting to make the dinner given PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305 San Francisco Street.
by the ladles of the Cathedral a sue-- !
cess, these are to be mentioned: Mrs.
J. D. Mulligan, Mrs. B. P. Gormley.jX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
'
Mrs. Lolita Chapman, the Misses Baca'
M. Sena, Delgado. Manderfield, Morri- 6on Spitz and Laughlin. The thanks
of the Cathedral parish is extended
to all of these ladies.

'

Phone, 130 Red.

K
K

GOODS

DRY

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

SIGN PAINTING

j

Welch's Grape Juice

108 Palace Avenue

'A

on every article in our store at
mensely reduced prices.

Automobile

,

The Most Delicious ol Drinks, Palatable and Refreshing. A Decided Aid to Digestion.

SIS a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks

i;

Pine Apple Juice

SPECIAL SALE

J

i

Flour, Hay and Grain,

V.
'A

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

in

K
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Bur-

(Bv Snrcial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berlin, October 5 A recent advertisement in a leading Berlin newspaper, the "Vossische Zeitung," offering a real prince in the marriage
market at the extremely low prlc
of $75,000 has caused widespread disThe announcement reads:
cussion.
"Prince, 2S years old, splendid appearance, of great general education,
and polish, wishes immediate marriage.
Ready cash necessary 300,- 000 marks.
Marriage brokers not en
tertained. Offers, etc.
It is pointed out in many of the
comments on this, that titles are the
only thing that recently have become
cheaper, and it is hinted that perhaps
the rise in the price of meat, vege
tables and other household necessities
is the cause of this diminution in
value.
A prince, however, it is argued, is
In reality a "gift" at $75,000.
In the
West End of
Berlin a simple

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept. 1st

(Read Down)

Invades Berlin as Beast of
den for the First Time Bloodhounds as New Trailers.

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES

pm

(Connects at Oolfax with K. P. 4 S. W. Ry, train both Northland South.;;;
SStage for Van Houten N, M. mee
trains at Preston N.IM.Z
M at 9:00 a. m, dally
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Kiunbetbtowii,
excp;
private professor has hitherto comuusji, r are es uu one way w.to
trip; urty pound Baggage carried free.
MO. A S. train leaves Des Mclnea. N,
for the south at 11 ;ll p. in. .'arrives from th manded that sum in the matrimonial
th at 4:38 a. m
market, while a medical man or a
t. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
lawyer in good practice was not to
F M. WILLIAMS,
be had below $60 000, and a doctor of
Anoerlntandant.
V. P. & G M
P. Agent.
philosophy commanded $25,000 at the
The controversalists are
very least.
now asking what is likely to be the
price of the many counts and barons
cn the market in the face of this low
offer of a live prince.
Mule Invades Germany.
The mule has begun an invasion of
The omnibus company of
Germany.
Berlin has just received a shipment
lee, Arizona. Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
from South America, which are the
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torranc, '
first mules brought into Germany for
work.
Hitherto the mule has only
been a curiosity of the zoological gar
dens.
The company is starting in an
experimental way with a dozen, intending to increase the number later
as soon as the experiment shall have
been proved a success.
OR
No doubt,
however, is entertained
as to the ability of the mule to maintain in the German climate his reputation for endurance under hard work,
ROUTE
The expert having the matter in
-.

Your Breakfast Room Made Comfortable
With Fuel Supplied the Night Before

a

Cole's Hot Blast Heater maintains a continuous fire
also a steady even heat.
It will hold fire from Saturday night until Monday morning (48 hours) without
attention. It will hold fire over night with less coal than any other stove.
Open the drafts in the morning and the rooms are quickly heated with the fuel put
m the night before. No other stove does this.
Burns Soft Coal, Slack, Sif tings, Hard Coal or Lignite. One ton of either kind of
fuel goes further and gives you more comfort than two tons, using any other kind or
make of stove.
Your attention is called to the unparalleled statement made by the manufacturer of

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

J1rZZ

From Santa Fe

THE

EAST

CoHe's Moll Maigtt IffleattMsjj

BEST

WEST

aMrau

EUGENE FOX, a f. & p. Agent.
El Pmo Texas.

DEMOCRATIC

!

STATE CONVENTION
SANTA FE.

:

For'the above occasion the

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

j

fare for the round trip

FROM
ALL

STATIONS ON ITS LINES IN NEW

!

MEXICO.

TO

j

Prom Aztec and Fnrmino-rnn- .
Sen.
ana
irom
tnama
lemoerana
uumDerton,
September
ju;
30 and October 1 ; from Embudo and Espanola, October and 2.
RLIURW LIMII, ULlUDtK o.
SELLING

ft

DATES.

1

THE

PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

ish line.

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

1911

4,

AVIATION

CURTIS
'

9-1-

MEET

Bird men " of International Repute will thi ill the crowd
for three days, October II, 12 and 13

"BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS

raced " Bull " Durham
$1, 000 to beThis
stake was given
13.

Day, Friday, Oct.
by the
BLACK-WELL-

'S

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL

EVERY

DM

EXCITING HORSE RICES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. MclHANUS,

Wells Fargo

& Co.

Secretary-Manage-

r

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parte of The World
CTCP HftlAV aa IwmvMlaoca by Purchasing Walls
JJt iUlMVj ljffoDofn Money Ordara, Travelers'

Cauda ami Foreign Money Or dart

fgJi

HELD UNDER $300 BAIL
ON BURGLARV CM ABAC
Charged with burglary, Rodrtgo
cango was arraigned In Justice
court at El Paso and held
to the grand jury under 1300 bond.
Escargio was alleged to have made
an attempt at burglarizing the store
oi tne ruttie paint and Glass company
In broad daylight.
He was captured
after a hot chase by officer Benson.
A companion who was with him e
caped.

EfcirVJcs:
noa

in uuervMoa
wooid Know
about the wondjrrfnl r

tMARVELWhirlingSi
rnm Htm V
Ni.iu.
conro- j wot. moii cimiM

BARNES, Agent.
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Take Your Common Colds Seriously
common colds, severe and frequent.
lay the foundation of chronic diseased
conditions of the nose and throat and
may develop into bronchitis, pneumo
nia ana consumption. For all coughs
and colds In children and in srrown
persons, take Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound promptly. For sale by all
druggists.

SENT BY TELEORAPH

J. D.

The Government

ning a continuation to Cameroon of
the telegraph line recently carried
down the Moroccan coast to connect
with the new Brazilian German cable.
It is further planned to send wire
less messages across the vast Congo
wilderness to German East Africa.
The central station in the colony will
be erected at Tabora, which lies about
175 miles south of Lake Victoria. It
is about 2,500 miles from the Came-roon-s
station, and a specially powerful equipment will be required. The
authorities apparently entertain no
doubt as to the success of the under
taking, and they even expect to make
ubstantial reductions In the cost of
cabling to East Africa,

"tf.SS"'

I). S., Canada, Mexico
REMITTANCES

glaries, murders and other crimes has
From the reports it appears
that the police expect still better results when the training of the dogs
has made further progress. At pres
ent the demand is greater than the
supply, and many of the animals in
the service are still too young and in
experienced to do good work.
Wireless Telegraphy In Africa.
An ambitions venture with wireless
telegraphy is to be tried by the German Government in the colony of German East Africa.
At present that
colony is without a direct cable con
nection with Germany and uses a Brit-

fit

ltove

"For several years we have authorized our Agents to sell Cole's Original Hot Blast

Heater on the guarantee as follows:
"1
"2

"3
"4

one-thir- d
in fuel over any lower draft stove of the same
size, with soft coal, slack or lignite.
That Cole's Hot Blast will nse less hard coal for heating a given
space than any base burner made with the same size fire pot.
That the rooms can be heated from one to two hoars each morning
with the soft coal or hard coal put in the stove the evening before.
That the stove will hold fire with soft coal from Saturday night
nntil Monday morning.

A saving of

"5
'6

A uniform heat day and night, with soft coal hard coal or lignite.
That every stove will remain absolutely air-tig- ht
as long as used.
That the feed-dois and will remain smoke and dust-proo- f.
g,

"7
' '8 That the

Draft will prevent puffing.
"All we ask is that the stove shall be operated according to directions
and connected with a good flue.
COLE MANUFACTURING CO., Not Inc."
"(Signed)
(Makers of the Original Patented Hot Blast Stove.)
Anti-Puffi-

This remarkable guarantee from the makers of this stove should be of interest to

you if you contemplate buying a heating stove.

Years of use has proven that no heater at twice the
priceequals it for radiating
heat, for holding fire, requiring so little attention, never giving trouble, and cutting
down your coal bill
d
to one-hal- f.
Come in and examine Cole's Original Hot Blast which is now imitated by nearly
every other stove manufacturer. J Price $12.00 and upward, according to size.
one-thir-

No

other

Heater
Nearly

pvc

IMS-1-

Hardware Company,

Wood-Dav- is

Will Exhibit Car Load of Buffalo,
Jacks and Horses, the
Pick of His Herd.

Cat-al- o

Albuquerque Oct. 7. Buffalo Jones
is on the spot. Buffalo arrived yesterday from his ranch in San Miguel
county and brings the pleasing intelligence that he will he followed in a
few days by a big consignment of the
animals which made him famous, and
which will be placed on exhibition at
Traction Park to become one' of the
biggest drawing cardB of the New
Mexico State Fair.
"I em bringing a carload of Persian
sheep and goats," said Mr. Jones yesterday, "and also a carload of buffalo
jacks and horses, the pick of zay
herds. One of these catalo has a coat
of the luster of a Russian sable which
has attracted much admiration, and I
am also now breeding catalo with a
silver gray hide, the same as the silver gray fox, a beautiful thing which
has made considerable of a sensation."
That Air. Jones is bringing his famous animals here Is a matter upon
which the management of the state
fair is to be congratulated, as they
never fail to draw large crowds and
keep up an unwavering interest.
This is not all. Buffalo Jones Is
going to exhibit his famous motion
pictures of himself and Loveless of the
Pecos roping and tying and branding
the wild animals of Africa, including
rhinoceri and lions. These pictures,
depicting with startling realism the
most remarkable performance. ever undertaken by any man in the country,
have filed teh largest theaters in New
York and other eastern cities and have
made a national sensation. Following;
his visit here Mr. Jones will start on
an extended lecture tour with these

pictures.
BOY FELL HEADLONG
FROM MOVING

Original

Patented
Features
Make It a
Fuel Saver.

AGENT, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

as Good.

ing place.
Prom some towns that introduced BUFFALO
JONES BOOKED
bloodhounds it is reported that a reFOR ALBUQUERQUE FAIR.
duction in the number of thefts, bur

followed.

SANTA FE, N. M.
m

charge assures the company that
eight mules will do the work of ten
horses and cost their owners just
twenty-fivper cent less to keep; that
he will stand much rougher treatment
and resist disease much better than
the horse; and finally his working
life is placed at a maximum of thirty
years.
The Baravians are also growing Interested in the mule and are discussing the feasibility of substituting him
for the ox.
Bloodhounds as New Trailers.
The Prussian government has recently called on the police authorities
of towns which keep bloodhounds for
tracking criminals to report as to
their success in using them. The re
ports sent in indicate that the police
authorities are well satisfied with the
results.
In nearly all cases where a trained
bloodhound was put on the trail of
thief or murderer soon after the deed,
it succeeded in tracing him and causIn many such cases
ing his arrest.
the criminals were so surprised and
dumbfounded that they
confessed
their guilt.- - Even in instances where
considerable time had elapsed it was
able to follow the criminal to his hide

Par rates and full information

will protect one

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1911.

GERMAN PRINCE WILL
MARRY GIRL FOR $75,000.

i. Louis Rockv Ml It
Pocific

M.

TRAIN.

Cuervo, Texas, Oct. 7. Carl Dorn-blutthe little son of Paul Dornbluth,
of Cuero, fell headlong out of the window of a moving train yesterday, and
lives to tell his experience. The boy
was returning with his father from
Galveston and had been asleep; awakening suddenly, he leaned out of the
window when a sharp. Jolt of the train
caused him to go head first to the
ground. The train was stopped immediately and Mr. Dornbluth. and the
conductor hastened back to where the
boy had fallen. He was somewhat
dazed, but was found to have suffered
very slight injuries and Is expected
to be all right Is a lew days.

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
Mrs. Amelia Baca, East Las Vegas.
Judge McGill, City.
S. Luna, Los Lunas.
C. A. Spiess, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Giddings, Taos.
A. L. Barker, New York.
M. C. Frenger, City.
Isaac Barth, Albuquerque.
Nathan Jaffa, City.
Harriett L. Brown, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Margaret McCoy, Brooklyn.
Jo E. Sheridan, Silver City.
J. G. Leavitt, Denver.
The Barrier Company, New York.
C. F. Bishop, St. Louis.
E. A. Johnson, City.
Dr. N. W. Gundrum, Denver.
W. E. Johnson, Barney, California.
M. D. Archiquette, Rocky Ford, Colo
Karl W. Greene, Albuquerque.
George Atkins, City.
William McKean, Taos.
Mrs. H. F. Parmenter, Cleveland.
Mrs. H. F. Parmenton, Cleveland.
Montezuma.
Henry Essinger, City.
J. W. Bailey, Louisville.
J. B. Williams, City.
T. F. McAuliff e, Raton.
A. C. Vorhees, Raton.
Fred H. West, Denver.
A. J. Bernsdorf, Chicago.
J. C. Brassell, Las Vegas.
U. C. Gunnison, Wampun, Wis.
D. C. Hantzinger, El Paso.
D. T. Hoskins, Las Vegas.
Norral MacGregor, San Jose.
Ralph Arpaas, Tucson, Ariz.
;

Coronado.
Manuel Ortiz, Nambe.
John H. Young, Coyote.
W. F. Wilhite. City.
S. Rolbal, Chamlta.
T. N. Kimmel, Denver.
Andy Stork" City.
D. G. Darral, Venus.
Roy Kimball, Butte, Mont.
J. W. Collier, Estancla.
:

HAD
A CLOSE

THEATER-GOE-

in Santa Fe, not Alaska. A man who
CALL. had
gone to the theater, was the inAs He Left the Elks Last Night, Worn, tended victim and he had a close call.
Today his face shows some powder
an Fired Three Shots at Him,
Two Piercing Hat.
marks. The bullets were fired by his
wife, and it is said in a fit of Jealousy.
The last shot in act four of "The Two of the shots went through his hat
Barrier" had scarcely been fired and and are supposed to have lodged in
the curtain rung down, at the Elks the Old Palace, which thus adds this
Theater last night, when three shots "romance" to its large stock that has
rang out nihe still night and struck come down the centuries. The shootterror in the hearts of the theatergo- ing occurred at the water trough, east
ers who had Just left the theater.
of the Old Palace. The woman was
It was another tragedy, but staged arrested and was released on bail.

OF INTEREST TO
EVERY

PATRIOTIC

SON OF

HEW MEXICO

The handsomest, the most elaborate and
complete map of the State of New Mexico
Is now ready for sale. Around the map
we have produced, handsomely engraved,
the photographs of the delegates who
framed the Constitution of the new State
Our map is the best, the most attractive and elegant ever made of
of any State when admitted into the Union. It is in itself a souvenir for the delegates and for any patriotic son of New Mexico. The
size of the map is 40x50 inches, printed in several colors ; at the top
is a rampant American Eagle, and at the bottom the Capitol of
Santa Fe with the brilliant Sun of the State rising behind the
Capitol's dome.

It will

be a historical ornament for evoffice
and home in the new State,
ery

and every patriotic and public-spiritcitizen can hardly afford to be without
ed

one.

IMPORTED BRAHMIN COW3
FOR THE TEXAS RANGE.

h,

Imported
Blessing, Texas, Oct.
Brahmin cows and bulls, the sacred
cattle of India, are being successfully
raised by the Ward Cattle & Pasture
Company at Blessing, in this state,
and some of these will be brought to
San Antonio this fall to be exhibited
at he International fair the first week
in November. Among them w'.ll be
Thibeau, said to be the largest imported sacred bull In the United States.
Among the cattle exhibited will be a
number of half breeds, showing the
result of breeding the Brahmin stock
with the blooded cattle that are rals-ed on the Texas plain.

We have two different classes of maps

:

r

,

7.

.

First-clas-

$10.00

s,

Second-clas-

s,

5.00

Send immediately your order to the

Lithograph Map Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 404, Trinidsd, Colo.
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Plays

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

Woman's

Players

Many women suffer needlessly from girlhood to woman
hood and from motherhood to old age with backache,
dizziness or headache. She becomes broken-dowsleep
less, nervous, irritable and feels tired from morning to
night. When pains and aches rack the womanly system at
iraquent intervals, ask your neighbor about
n,

black boots, pistol and cartridge belt
gave him a rather distinguished look
ing chap with a courage of the man
who believes might is right.
as Runnion, the
George Byron
drunkard and no account, looked the
part and acted the part.
Barrier."
J. H. Bollins and M. A. Gosome, as
The play, while not exactly "just Corporal Thomas and Private James
out" was new in Santa Fe, and was bad the military bearing consistent
received with delight, for every one with their positions.
And Necia.
in it showed talent.
Almost last on the program was
It is a fascinating play taking one to
the land of fiords, glaciers and bergs, j "Necia", played by Miss Haber, and
and what's more, of gold the land to, she was a very delightful actress. Miss
which the word "Klondike" brought! Heber has the dark eyes and midnight
tresses that might make her of the
rich and many of whom were never bright skies, and warm south, but she
is from San Francisco. Judging by
j
again heard of.
her accent she was educated in
The play is in four acts, is by ReX: Boston.
Her enunciation was marvBeach and has many
bright lines,' ellous, and certain it is not a word
too
of
criticism
the
bears
it
though
was lost.
much gunpowder to suit even a west-- j
first
melc-era audience. Apart from this
! Her art was displayed from the simdramatic feature injected in each act,! scene, in which she is a happy,
it handles the great problem of Caste. ple girl until the last when she bursts
It is not a problem play in the usual forth as a glorious young woman. Miss
sense of that term, however, but it Haber has been on the stage only
four 'years and she has a splendid
brings one face to face with .the ques- future.
tion: "Should the white man marry
Mattie Hyde played the difficult
an Indian?"
of Alluna, the squaw and even
One does not have to go to far away role
but in the land where one is well inAlaska to find "A Squaw-man- "
with the real Indian her
Mr. Beach does it possibly to show
cona phase of life not familiar to the terpretation of the role would be
correct.
sidered
even
though
people of this country,
The scenery, while not exactly elabAlaska now is a territory with a delegate in Congress, just as Arizona and orate, was suitable and did not need
any glaciers to walk out to take one
New Mexico are until January 1.
to great Alaska. Mr. Stanton and Mr.
The first act opens with a trading
Koch deserve praise for their arone
sees
"the
scene
and
there
post
of some fine bear skins
hunter and the hunted"; one sees rangement
and
wicker
baskets which they borand
to
law
maintain
Uncle Sam about
curio store.
a
from
rowed
known
order in a region which had
What Did They Say.
neither.
And what do the "Barrier" people
There are men up there "with a think of Santa Fe and the audience?
past" and John Gaie and Stark who The company was delighted. The
tad quarreled over a girl some 18 capacity house, the frequent applause,
years before, are brought face to face testified appreciation.
Stark had stolen Gale's sweetheart,
Miss Haber was particularly enthusshe had been killed and Stark had iastic over Santa Fe, which she had
laid the crime on Gale. There Is a never seen before, although she has
daughter, "Necia", and Gale is bring- lived in El Paso. "There is a charm
ing her up as his daughter, making about the southwest," she declared,
her believe her mother is a "squaw,'' "that is difficult to explain. Perhaps
Alluna by name.
it is that freedom consistent with
Captain Burrell of the U. S. army cloudless skies and a bracing climate
of
Sam,
Uncle
is the strong hand
that makes one buoyant with the spirit
rent to Alaska "to police matters" and of well being and good fellowship."
he falls in love with Necia at first
Santa Fe "A Live Capital."
sight, just as he ought to have done.
Said General Manager Ernest Ship-maPoleon Dorrett, a good natured,
of "The Barrier" company:
"It
French Canadian, whom Ne- is a great pleasure to see that Santa
ALSO
cia had considered as a brother,
Fe, far from being merely an ancient
falls In love with her.
city, la a live one. This is surprising
Burrell is of a proud and poor Ken- to us, after our visits to the capitals
tucky family, and when he sees of other states. It is not often that
Necia's supposed mother and grasps we get such a fine auaience in a city
the idea she is a squaw, he finds even twice or four times the size of
it goes against his principles to marry Santa Fe."
her. She, endowed with a fine character and well educated at a mission INDIANS WHO PREFER
in Alaska, finds also the "barrier"
WILD LIFE IN MEXICO.
and decides not to cause her
decides
She
to
lover be ostracized.
Dissatisfied With Conditions in Oklato marry Poleon.
.
homa They Will Emigrate to
But Poleon had been to Dawson and-SaSierra Mad re.
Francisco, etc., on a trip and
brought her back a modern, decollette San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 7. J. S.
dress, high heeled shoes and a hat McCaughan, of Durango, Mexico, passShe changes her Alaskan costume for ed through this city yesterday on his
these modern things and Burrell see- way to Muskogee, Oklahoma, to aring her is amazed at her beauty, the range for the emigration of an Indian
kind of beauty that his own sisters colony from Oklahoma to the wilds of
possessed, above all, FAIR SKIN. He( the Sierra Madre mountains in Duthrows away his .repugnance to mar- - rango, where they will settle a tract
rying a red skin and in an impassion- of about 100,000 acres they have need scene begs her to become his wife. gotiated to purchase. Many of the InStark also sees her, after Burrell dians, who are rich as the result of
leaves, and he Is amazed at her resem- the division of their property, had
blance to Meredith, the girl he had become dissatisfied with conditions in
stolen from Gale and the woman who Oklahoma and wished to remove to a
was Necia's mother. He tells her so country where there Is plenty of wild
and declares that she is no red skin land, affording excellent hunting and
any more than he is, and snatches fishing.
from her throat the locket which beThe land is being sold to the Inlonged to Meredith and which had her dians with the understanding they
name engraved on it.
are not to be molested in the exerAlluna decides to kill Stark herself, cise of their tribal rites and governknowing that he is after Gale and in ment so long as they remain peaceful
a dramatic scene she tells how her and do not molest their neighbors.
father was a chief and scalper and Some of the Indians are farmers on a
said "My people kill." Gale decides small scale, and those of them that
to do the work himself and the audi- are hunters will find plenty of deer,
ence is keyed to a high tension, wait- bear, mountain lions, and other big
ing tor the terrible day of reckoning game and many quail, doves and othwhen Gale and Stark meet. And the er birds.
moment arrives and when It does
there is a scene which is spared the MAKING ONLY TWENTY
audience as Stark shoots out the light
MILES EACH DAY.
In his fusilade of bullets aimed at
Gale. Gale, however, is victor and Roads in Iowa and Nebraska Appear
there is a great dying scene, In which
to Be Worse Than Those In
d
the remarks of No Creek Lee, a
New Mexico.
man and quite a character, seem
to be awfully out of place, but just
Making the phenomenal speed of
the kind one heard in the lawless some twenty miles a day, Harry
lands a decade or two ago.
Drumm, advance agent of the TransIt goes without saying, Necia,' find- continental Touring Club of America,
ing herself not the daughter of the escorted by a delegation of the River
squaw, married Captain Burrell in the to River Good Roads Association, Is
presence of Poleon who declines to having some strenuous going across
marry her because he knows she loves the state of Iowa in the course of his
another man.
Sunset Trail trip for highway im
While "The Barrier Is possibly a provement with the object-ohaving
do
play which makes the audience
the route through New Mexico mainmore blinking than hard thinking, it tained and established by Congress.
is said to be a true (as it is certainly Colonel Sellers, president of the New
a thrilling) sketch of life in Alaska, Mexico Automobile Association1, rejust as the government of this coun- ceived a message from Drumm yes
try wag establishing military posts terday to the effect that he was met
there.
at Davenport by the escort and the
The Characters. ,
party had started out In mud axle
As John Gale, Norval MacGregor deep In a drenching pouring rain for
played the part of the rugged old Omaha. When Drumm sent his mesbroken-hearte- d
man to perfection. eage they were making fifteen to
There was a thundering note in his twenty miles a day and having all
voice which gave the lie to the decla- kinds of grief. The delay in the mid
ration that all squaw men are' cow- dle west means that Drumm will not
ards.
reach Albuquerque probably until, a
r
Lee Miller wag a dashing army offfc week from next Friday, .when he had
cer, with a fine stage presence, and planned to arrive, in time for the
lis leather putties were sufficiently state fair.
shined to pass inspection. His love
making was a credit to even old Ken- - James C Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat."
Max Steinle took the character part
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
of No Creek Lee and his quaint re- career as a cowboy, and is at present
marks made the audience titter time Mayor of Omaha, and has the follow
and again. He waa probablv most ing record: Sheriff of Dawes Co., Neb.,
amusing as a recorder and the flour- three terms; mayor of Chadron, two
ishes he made before finally getting terms; Democratic Nat't Committeethe right amount of ink on his pen man, eight years; Mayor of Omaha,
v
were laughable.
six years, and In 1910 Candidate for
George Cleveland enacted the diff- Governor of Nebraska, Writing to
icult role of Poleon Dorret, the French Foley ft Co., Chicago, he says: "I have
Canadian, and he had the dialect taken Foley Kidney Pills and . they
have given me' a great deal of relief
. down to a "t."
them."
Bryce Howatson gave a pretty good so I cheerfully recommend
Imitation of an all around "bad man"
Tours truly.
' as Stark, and his long black coat, high
(Signed) JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
Look'ng like the Olga Nethersole
of fifteen or twenty years ago and
with much of that English actress's
talent displayed In her carriage and
diction, Miss Eleanor Heber charmed
an immense audience at the Elks' theater last night the leading role in "The

n

true-hearte- d

army-offl-c-

one-eye-

f

.
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Ills

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Thlm Prescription has, tor over HO years, beta

carina delicate, weak,
women,
by the hundreds of thousands and this too In
the privacy ot their homes without their bavin to submit to Indelicate uuestlonlnis and
offensively repugnant examinations.
are ,nw,ed to c""u,t in confidence by
SrCk,J?5B
s
Medical

letter free. Address
Ass'n, R.V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
Doctor
Family
The
Book,
,IB."58. Great.
People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, newly revised
edition 1000
answers in
Flats English hosts ot delicate questions which every woman,pages,
single or married,
ought to know about. Sent free to any address on receipt of 31 one-cestamps to cover cost of wrapping and mailing only, in French cloth binding.
Dispensary

nt

THE FORUM

Democrats for Revenue Only.
can be
Tha histnrv nf notifies
searched in vain for anything to com
pare with the tiny fizzle, which used
to be
"Progressive Republicans' ???).
It certainly was the
abortion of the times.
most Rhort-liveI say "used to be," advisedly, because
they will be heard of among men no
more again for ever. They may well
sav: "If so auickly we were done for
we wonder what we were begun
for?" If the had not the dignity of
soaring up like rockets, they certain
ly would come down like the deadest
kind of stick, without a spark of life.
Still. It must be conceded that during
their too brief existence, they contribu
ted more than their share of amuse
Permit me
ment to the campaign.
to quote a few brilliants from what
they call their "Declaration of Principles:
"We rejoice in the glorious record
cf the Republican party which has
given the Nation the illustrious names
mis-name- d

d

that wrought ruin, beggary and
industrial paralysis, from one end of
the Union to the other, and with its
free-woclause so utterly destroyed
the wool industry of New Mexico that
it took several years of protection
to place it on a paying footing again.
And it will not be forgotten by thinking men that at the recent session
of Congress that party aided and abetted the
Insurgent Republicans (the kith and kin of the deceased "Progressives") passed a
wool tariff so destructive to the wool
that were it not for the
industry
patriotism of President Taft, who vetoed the vile thing, it would now be
working the ruin of that business.
But with a consistency peculiar to
themselves, these marvelous double
dealers, who so loudly eulogize the
President for vetoing said bill, now
by their action in joining the Democracy, must as a matter of fact eulogize the authors of the vetoed 'bill
also.
Did any class of men ever
place themselves In such an absurd
position? In return for their palfry
sacrifice of principles the Democrats
flung them a small mess of pottage
(but it was more than they were
worth) and so they have become
"Democrats for revenue only." But
when we remember that Democratic
"Tariff for revenue only," never produced that revenue, so It will eventuate with them, for they will never
see the revenue they have sold themAnd these are the men
selves for.
who shout so loudly for pure politics,
when their own corrupt practices are
so transparent, that a ten year old
child could see through them. But
Republicans must not be too ungrateful to them for by going over bodily
to the Democracy they have done the
very best thing they could do for the
party 'which has given the Nation
the illustrious names of Lincoln,
Grant, Garfield, McKinley, Roosevelt,
Blaine, Logan. and. Taft. These glorious names are the rightful heritage
of the Republican party, and they cannot be stolen from it by Insurgents
"Progressives," nor any other clique
of recalcitrants, or malcontents. If
they had remained in the Republican
party they might have induced a few
honest men to believe they were animated by upright motives, but now
that is out of the question and so
good bye to them now and forever.
Tours for the good old party,
law

PAGE SEVEN

Title Xni, Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1901, and acts amendatory thereto, and adopt the following Articles
of Incorporation:
Article I. The name of the corporation is The Hondo Exploitation Company and its principal place of transacting business in Arizona is Phoe-nix- .
Offices may be established,
business transacted and meetings of
stockholders and directors held at
such places within or outside of Aria
ona as the
of the Company
shall provide.
Article II. The general nature of
the business proposed to be transacted is to make contracts; to purchase,
lease, option, locate,
or otherwise
acquire, own, exchange, sell, or otherwise dispose of, pledge, mortgage,
hypothecate and deal in mines, mining claims,. mineral lands, coal lands,
ell lands, timber lands, water and
water rights and other property, both
real and personal, and to work, ex
plore, operate and develop the same,
and to deal in the products and byproducts thereof; to purchase, lease,
oi otherwise acquire, erect, own, operate and sell smelting and other ore
reduction works, oil refineries, sawmills, power plants,
railroads and
tramways to lead from the company's
principal works, and steam, electric
and motor railroads to serve as common carriers and otherwise outside
the territory of Arizona; to do a general manufacturing and
mercantile
business; to own handle and control
letters patent and inventions; to own
cancel and reissue shares of its own
capital stock and to own and vote
shares of other corporations; to issue
bonds, notes and other evidences of
indebtedness and to secure the
of the same by mortgage, deed
of trust, or otherwise; to act as agent,
trustee, broker, or in any other fiduciary capacity, and to borrow and loan
money, and in general to do and perform such acts and things and transact such business, not inconsistent
with law, in any part of the world, as
the Board of Directors may deem to
the advantage of the corporation.
Article III. The amount of the
authorized Capital Stock of the Corporation is One Hundred Thousand
Dollars, divided into Ten Thousand
shares of the par value of Ten Dollars each, which shall be paid, at such
time as the Board of Directors may
designate, in cash, real or personal
property, service, lease, option to

Fraternal Societies

WANTS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. ft A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at

FOR SALIC Cook stoves, used two
weeks. Call 12S Galisteo.
Lost A bunch of keys. A reward
for return to the New Mexican office.

7.30.

H. H. DORMAN,

s

pain-wracke- d

I

FE, N. M.

pay-ire-

FOR RENT Six morneu brick cob CHAS. E.
LINNET.
tage. Bath, ranfe, light. O. C. Wat
son & Co.

Secreia.-y- .

Master

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Regular

1. R. A. M.

FOR SALE Three heating stoves.
Inquire residence, Rupert F. Asplund.
Marcy St.

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
A
Barred
few fine
FOR SALE
PlyJOHN H. WALKER.
mouth Rock chickens. Apply Mrs.
H. P.
Dudrow.
ARTHUR SELIGMA.V, Secretary.
WANTED Woman cashier who can
speak English and Spanish. Call at
Coronado Restaurant.

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, iC T. Regular

conclave fourth Monday In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

WANTED Salesman,
2
experienced
- m.
in Paints and Oils for New Mexico. AdCHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
dress C. L. Cox, 507 Mission St. San
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Francisco, California.

y

P-

Santa Fe iodge ot
Peifection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
WANTED Pay or tooard at start to at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
learn trades. Automobiles, Electric! j Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
ty. Bricklaying, plumbing, by actual Visiting Fcottsh Rite Masons are cor--i
work on jobs. Only few months re- dlally Invited to attend,
S. G. CARTW RIGHT, 32.
No apprenticeship drudgery. i
quired.
200 students last year.
Venerable Master.
Catalogue
free. United Trade School, Los An- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
geles.
Secretary.
AGENTS

(Both

Sexes)

Coining
Big
premium free with every 25c sale. No
H. I. Lincoln, 3422
money needed.
Lincoln Ave., Chicago.

n'oney introducing our extracts.

t

B. P. O. E.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned,' adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons aDd sup.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchangee
and rented. Standard makes handiei
All repair work 'and typewrttes guar

anteed.

change.

Santa Fe Typewriter

Santa Fe Lodge

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holds

its regular session on
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting

E

broth-

ers are inviteu and

Phone 231.

welcome.
WANTED Canvassing
CARL A. BISHOP.
Agents at
once for the sale of "Compendium of J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
of Lincoln. Grant, Garfield, McKinley,
Secretary.
Everyday Wants," the book of genRoosevelt and Taft."
eral necessity, price $1.50; also for
"The Devil's Bride," a wonderful reIt must be supposed that they also
ligious allegory, price $1.00. Either
reioice in the "glorious record" of
or
other
valuable
any
purchase,
right outfit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
the Democratic party which has given
or thing, for the uses and purposes
per cent commission to agents. Big
the illustrious names of Tweed,
of the corporation, and all shares of sellers.
Address
A. B. KUHLMAN,
Calhourn, Red Bandana
Capital Stock, when issued in ex- Publisher, 136 West St.. Chicago, 111.
Thurman. Roger Q. Mills, Gorman-Wi- l
change therefor, shall thereupon and
Independent Order of Beaver.
son, the thrice defeated, but peren
the certify that there was filed for record
thereby become and be
Sania Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. holds
Bathhouse
nial Bryan, Cleveland!
same as though paid for in cash at in this office at three o'clock
Conners
p. m., its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
John. Hinkey-Dink- ,
Flngy
forpar, and shall be
re
on the 6th day of October, A. D., 1911: first and third Friday. Visitine Broth
and others of equally odoriferous
ever, and the judgment of the Direc- Certificate
Designating Agent and ers are always welcome.
putation. As the defunct Progressive
tors as to the value of any property,
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
Place of Business in New
Frincipal
Republicans have allied themselves
right or thing acquired in exchange Mexico of The Hondo Exploitation
President
with the Democratic party, they, as a
conclusive.
for
be
Stock
shall
Capital
Company, No. 6938. A Foreign Cor- C. J. NEIS,
matter of course, rejoice in the record
comArticle IV. The time of the
from the Territory of ArizSecretary.
cf the latter named personages. How
mencement of the corporation shall poration
and also, that I have compared
ona;
thev can reconcile the antagonistic
be
Articles
filed
are
in
the
these
day
F. W. FARMER
the following copy of the same, with
principles of the former and the latter
accordance with law, and the termi- the
thereof now on file, and
Homestead No.
original
is a matter for them to decide it is
twenty-fivbe
nation
thereof shall
declare it to be a correct transcript
287S
far beyond the power of mere ordiyears thereafter, with privilege of
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Here is an
Brotherho
nary man to attempt.
succesof
and
right
perpetual
Given under my hand and the Great
American
other rich specimen, from that "Desion as now provided by law.
Seal of the Territory of New Mexclaration of Principles:"
Meet
Article V. The affairs ot this corico, at the City of Santa Fe, . the
and Fourtk'
e believe In the full and ample
a
shall
be
conducted
by
poration
inCapital, on this Sixth day of Octodays, F
Board of not less than three nor more
protection to the sheep and wool
A. D. 1911.
ber,
Taft
Hall. H. I ;
President
with
stand
but
dustry,
than fifteen Directors, by whom a
NATHAN JAFFA,
C. G. Richie, Cos.
in his assertion that the present
President and
shall be
of New Mexico.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Schedule K is 'indefensible.'"
elected and a Secretary and Treas- By EDWIN Secretary
F. COARD,
Parmer.
After the reiteration of Republican
urer appointed. The Directors shall be.
Assistant
(SEAL)
Secretary.
elected by and from among the Stockdoctrine, these simon pure politicians
Statement of The Hondo ExploitaSanta Fa Camp
holders on the second day in Febru- tion Company:
go over bodily to the party whose
13514, M. W. A.
shibboleth for years has been free
ary of each year. Until their sucThis
association
duly
incorporated
fleets second Tueswool or its equivalent "tariff for revecessors are elected and qualified the under the laws of the
Territory of
day each month, so
nue only."
following named persons shall be the Arizona, and
.transact
to
cial meeting tUrd
Directors and Officers; Edward R. Has- business In thedesiring
The' oarty that cursed the country
Territory of New
Gorman-Wilso- n
A. L. MORRISON.
Tuesday at Elk
tings, President; Henry R. Bradley, Mexico, makes the following state
with the infamous
Hall. Visting neigh
and Chas. T. Martin, ment:
bors welcome.
Secretary and Treasurer.
The name of the organization is:
L. G. WHITHER, Consul
to take a heavy touring car over the
ArticVe VI. The Directors shall
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
for the government ot The Hondo Exploitation Company.
route so soon after the drenching rains adopt
FLASHES
EDITORIAL
which have made 'the already muddy the corporation and may amend the The location of its registered office
in New Mexico is: Santa Fe, and the
load to Algodones about a hundred same.
They shall have power to fill
Santa Fe Camp No.
name of the agent in charge of such
from
in
Board
worse.
Miller
Mr.
cent
vacancies
left
the
occurring
per
lasti
6673, R. N. A. meets
whom
office
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fourth Tuesday ot
Edwin
be
served
is:
may
corporation
his!
their number an Executive Committee
soIs it not a disheartening thing to in southern New Mexico and on
each month;
F. Coard.
go through life under the harrow of return he will take the trip north' which, to the extent provided by resocial meeting third
The amount of authorized capital
shall have
debt, struggling to get release under as planned, early next week, to find( lution or by said
Tuesday at Elks'
circumstances that give no hope ot out just where the strongest licks and exercise the powers granted the stock is: $100,000.
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amount
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to
Articles.
Directors by these
capital actually
get the north
relief? Is it not unfortunate to feel must be put in
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amount
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The character of business to be
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from the home, that In spite of all our
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Article VIII. The private property
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with the mortgage ot vice upon the over the four miles north of the city
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on the market effectively. It win put
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home of Mrs. Palmer, Tuesday after- ment of today.
Furnished Roonis.?MF Rent Second
noon, at 2:30 o'clock.THE DAILY ROUND UP.
Milk and Cream always on band floor of building formerly occupied by
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, Iieavers. Steam heat,, electric lights,
hot and cold water in eafcff roo$ All
188.
Si
Mrs.
comforts.
Rates s." reasonable.
iron
monuments
and
fences
Buy
Santa Fe, X. M., Oct. 7
73.
Phone
Red
Den- Emma Harney.
771
from
Bills
Bros.,
Broadway,
N The weather for New Mexico
Dead Carlotta
Carlotta Quintana
ver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, local
is fair tonight and Sunday.
the four year old daughter of Alexan
representative.
V Local rains, except fair in ex- Good Eating is Half of Life, and der Quintana of Agua Fria road died
treme west portion.
The
you get it at the New State. See the yesterday after a brief illness.
funeral took place at 2 o'clock this
advertisement on page eight.
The Great Reduction Sale of Adolf afternoon from the Cathedral.
'
Special Price on the Davenport RollSunday Concert in Afternoon The
Seligman has been a "corker" and it
er Bearing Wagons at Goebels.
will run another week. Get busy and First Regiment Band will from tomor-- j
Two Shows Tomorrow Night (Suntake advantage of this cut prices clean row on give its Sunday concert in the
day) at the Elks'. A good program is
afternoon instead of in the evening.
up sale.
assured.
inDemocrat Will Work for Republican The concert will start at 2 p.
Missionary Society The Woman's
stead of 7:30 p. m. on account bt the
Home Missionary Society o St. John's Ticket Manuel Olguin, a former Demcold weather.
M. E. church will hold its regular so- ocratic leader at
Lamy, announces
Working on Don Gaspar Avenue-Work- men
in
work
that
for
will
the
he
the
cial and devotional meeting at the
future,
were digging a ditch this
Republican ticket.
pmorning on the west side of Don Gas-pa- r
on
are
Avenue
lots
Palace
Fronting
avenue and it is an improvement
92....Phone....29
getting scarce and anyone interested that will be particularly appreciated
had better look up the advertisement by
pedestrians along that thoroughthe Santa Fe Abstract Realty and fare during a heavy rain.
T ofInsurance
Company in today's issue.
Marriage Licenses Deputy County
Putting Headquarters Into Shape
Clerk V. I. Alarid has issued the folA. dozen men were at work
today placlicenses: Antonio
Democratic
ing
headquarters into lowing 23marriageboth of Santa Fe;
shape for occupation and they expect Garcia, L. years,
Miller, 19 years, and Maria
to have their work completed by to- Charles
Rivera, 17 years, both of Santa Fe;
night.
Flood in Rio Grande A heavy flood Jose Ortiz of Cerrillos and Felicita
of Cerrillos.
passed down the Rio Grande yester- Dalton
A
Santa Fean who
Washouts
day afternoon and last night. It had
reached Domingo at six last evening. crossed La Bajada hill a day or two
It took out the D. & R. G. bridge at ago on horseback, reports there are
two bad washouts one on either side
Chamita and tied up all trains.
that as a result of
T Did you ever see a Gruen Verithin of the hill, and the
trip for automoPrecision watch? If you did not, you these washouts
have still to see the finest time piece biles is made very difficult if not im92.. .Phone ..92
in the world. ' See Spitz's advertise- - possible.
Demonstration Train at Lamy The
Santa Fe Demonstration Train, showing the progress of railroading in the
past thirty years and carrying the largest locomotive in the world, will arrive at Lamy at 11:40 a. m. on Monday and will make a stop of fifteen
minutes.
y
The long
Verdict for Plaintiff
drawn out jury trial of Jose N. GonJAMES C. McCONVERY,
zales vs. Antonio C. de Baca, in the
district court for Santa Fe county,
came to an end last evening with a
415 Palace Avenue.
verdict in favor of the plaintiff, who
Phone, Black 204.
is decreed ownership of the land in
dispute and $72 damages for the hay
cut on it.
Santa Fe Trains Late Owing to
washouts, Santa Fe trains are .still
tunning on a much belated schedule.
troubles
Train No. 8, due last evening at 10:50
did not arrive until this afternoon,
are reduced to a mini- -,
and the flyer from the east was also
mum by the use of modern
two hours late. Train No. 10 will not
be in until 7 o'clock tonight.
plumbing fixtures installed by
"Polly at the Circus" Is the amusour expert workmen.
ing drama which Manager Stanton has
booked for October 23, two weeks
We supply genuine
from Monday Mr. Stanton is in hopes
fixtures, and our prompt and reliable
j of getting a show here for October 13.
of
the
service insures you plumbing
He is well pleased at the large house
;
for "The Barrier" and will endeavor
highest character.
to get other shows of its high order
Let us quote you prices.
j this season.
-
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Andrews "Cash" no.
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GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

MARKET

"EMPRESS FLOUR"

Ouaranteed the Best and Whitest Made.

MEATSIjLeBest

That Money

BAKERY

THE BEST

GOODS

w"

Buy

OF EVERYTHING.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

jyj EATS

Phone No.

I

HAYWARDS

WE RECOMMEND

TO YOU THE

GMM
The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTEPerfect service in our watch
is our hobby.

E

DAVID LOWITZK1,
Dealer
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SWEET PEAS,

DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.
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Tonight's Program

FOR SALE BY

II Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

FE, N.
T
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ho an xiety on
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Hardy Plants and Flowers.

O

d

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
UJ
)

nt

Try it.

I

MB. M

w

at the

Elks':

The Two Lives ; The Tenderfoot's
Claim; There's a Woman in Town.
Show at 8 o'clock.
More Rain Predicted Local rains
are predicted for tomorrow. Yester--

day and today were sunshiny and
cool. The maximum temperature yesterday was 59 degrees and last night
the temperature went down to 38 degrees, the lowest it has been since
May. There was a trace of rain. The
first light frost of the season was noted in exposed situations.
Tonight is
full moon, the hunters' moon.
Woman's Board of Trade A regular meeting of the Woman's Board of
Trade will be held on Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. . ..
The Ten Nights in a Bar Room Company came in at noon from Las Vegas
vhere they yesterday showed to a
large and appreciative crowd. They
will give a concert at the plaza at
7:30 this evening and the performance begins at 8:15 on the common
opposite Closson's barn, on Don Gas-pa- r
avenue. All who will attend will

be assured a good performance of this
interesting show.
Suit for Divorce Mrs. M. V. Hernandez has filed suit for divorce at
Roswell, against Juan Hernandez.
IN JAIL
AT THE PASS CITY.

';

"Loud cries responded from the tail
regions at the police station of EI
Paso when the parents of two alleged
incorrigible boys carried into effect
in, order of corporation Judge Pool
that their offsprings be given a thorough whipping in lieu of fines. Juan
Sanchez, Lewis Ramos, Tito Gonzales, and S, Rivas were brought up,
charged with disturbing the peacs by
having created a row at the Hoy
All were ordered helduntil
school.
their parents should call and administer a whipping.

.

ROSES, Pink and White.
ASTERS,
CACTUS DAHLIAS,
;

WHIPPED

BOY

SWEET PEAS.
Lomg-Stemme-

Pink, White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.

. . . CLARENDON GARDENS

...

Phone

12

THE BIG STORE
DEBARMENT
TAILORING

I

I

Imported and Domestic Samples to select from,
not only the best that was ever shown in Santa U
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD!

000

000

Our Sort of Tailoring is an

"Art" not an "Industry,"

Our cutter measures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-H- e's
an " Artist." If you enjoy clothes of quality, Sirclothes that are correctly cut and handsomely;
trimmed-yo- u'll
be delighted with our tailoring. From the best Foreign and Domestic Looms,
we have the choicest productions in. SUITINGS. OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS. We have many exclusive
designs that are confined to us for this locality.
tail-oredbeautif-

.

Copynjht

nirt

Schaflher &

Man

ully

-

Suits, $18.00 Up,
Overcoats, $ 1 8.00 Up,
T?otse?s, $4.50 Up.

WILL YOU NOT TEST US WITH YOUR FALL ORDER?

IF WE TAILOR YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT US TO DO
IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND THEN SOME MORE! COME AND SEE US.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

HAT3HIAH

